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Chnpter 5

REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE VMCG MEASUREMENT

INTRODUCTION

Good reproducibility is one ofthe basic properties required from a clinical diag-
nostic method. It means that in rep€ated VMCG measurements within a short period of
time intraindividual variability in the measurements has to be as small as possible,
provided there is no change in the condition of the heart. A biological signal shows

unavoidable, more or less unwanted variability, which can appear when the recordings
are repeated. When the electrocardiogram is recorded in a subject several times within
a short time interval a marked variation can be found in the values of certain ECG
parameters from one recording to another (Fishmann, i968; Willems et al., 1972;

Cawood et al., 1974). This variation is called repeat variation. Factors influencing this
repeat variation in the ECG are partly of technical and partly of physiological origin.
Knowledge of these factors is important for instance in assessing the accuracy of the
ECG measurement. Diagnosis between the normal and abnormal ECG would be

suspect, especially in a borderline case, if the repeat variation in ECG is unknown.
The main technical cause of variability in the ECG is misplacement of the

electrodes on the skin. Other factors influencing repeat variation :re e.g. respiration
phase, smoking, intake of cold drink, proximity to meals, and anxiety (Macfarlane and

Lawrie, 1989). It is likeiy that some VMCG parameters are also affected by the same

factors.

The aim of this chapter is to discuss, on the basis of repeated VMCG
measurements, the variation in VMCG parameters caused by measurement errors and

to assess the proportion of this variation in the total variation observed in the VMCG.
Specifying different components of measurement error is an impossible task. However,
by varying the time periods between successive VMCG measurements and by
eliminating some factors at a time it becomes possible to understand some effects of
measurement errors. The number of error factors effective at one time can be

minimized when the VMCG recordings are repeated immediately after each

measurement. In this shon-rcrm variabiliry the main source of intraindividual variation
of technical origin is misplacement of the detector on the measurement location and its
orientation with respect to the supine patient. Because the measurement conditions
remain stable during the short period of the VMCG recording, one c:rn assume that the
components of the patient-related variation are negligible in this situation of repeated
recording, also. This study of repeat variation thus makes it possible to assess the
effect of misplacement of the detector in the measurement position above the heart.

Beat-to-beat variation illustrates the representativeness of the averaged heartbeat
processed digitaliy by a computer. The beat-to-beat variation is affected by many
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external (independent of the patient) and intemal (dependent on the patient) factors.
Ambient noise and other disturbances coupled to the signal affect the beat-to-beat
variation. Patient-related factors comprise heart movement caused by contraction of the
heart muscle or by respiration, and beat-to-beat changes in the cardiac activation
sequence.

Long-term variabiliry is a measure of the combined effects of almost all possible

error factors in the VMCG signal. In addition to increase in measurement error the
patient error increases, too, when the period between the successive VMCG
measurements increases.

The scope of this chapter is limited to error that is induced by the measurement
technique of the unipositional lead system. A critical examination of anatomical and

biological factors which also cause variation in the VMCG signal is excluded from this
consideration. However, it is attempted to distinguish these two variation components
and to compare their share in the total variation. The goal of this section is also to
develop methods with which the reproducibility of the MCG measurement can be

improved.

<t SOURCES OF INTRAINDTVIDUAL VARIABILITY IhI TIIE VMCG

Figure 5.1 illustrates schematically the different possible sources of
intraindividual variability in the VMCG recording chain, of which misplacement of the
detector at the measurernent location above the heart is perhaps the most serious source

of measurement error. As pointed out in Chapter 2, the measurement distance of the

unipositional lead system is not fixed. On the other hand the measurement location in
the frontal plane is fixed at the left margin of the fourth intercostal space. A maximum
error of about 10 mm in the estimated measurement distance is composed of two
factors: one third of an error of about 10 mm in the measured sagittal diameter of the
thorax, and an error of about 5 mm in the estimated distance from the bottom of the
dewar to the chest wall. The inner distance from the bottom of the dewar to the pick-
up coils was determined accurately when the VMCG meåsurement system was

calibrated. This inaccuracy of about 10 mm in the measurement distance gives rise to
an error of about 20%-30% in the calculated magnetic dipole moment, depending on

the total measurement distance.

A second possible error source of intraindividual variability in the VMCG is
associated with the measurement location in the frontal plane. The measurement point
is fixed with respect to the chest geometry, i.e. the fourth intercostal space 1.5 cm left
of the middle line of the thorax. This point coincides with electode position V2 of the
standard l2-lead ECG system and is in general possible for an experienced observer to
determine with a sufficient accuracy of about *5 mm. Another question is
interindividual variability in the anatomical location and position of the heart and in the
geometry of the thorax with respect to this measurement point, which may result in
interindividual variation in VMCG measurements. It was not possible to take this
variation in the anatomy into account in this studv.
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Figure 5.1 Possible sources of intraindividual variation of the VMCG recorded with
the unipositional lead systrem.

A third possible error source, like the previous ones, arises from the interrela-

tion of the patient and the detecting coils: the patient must lie parallel to the axes of the

pick-up coils. The orientation of the coils was determined by rotating the dewar with
the dipolar current source in the y-direction and minimizing the signal in the z-channel.

The orientation of the patient during the MCG recording was judged visually.

The sensitivities of the VMCG channels as well as the invisible inner distance

from the bottom of the dewar to the pick-up coils were determined in calibrating the

detector. The calibration was always performed when the gradiometers and the

SQUIDs had cooled down, totally about len times during this study. In each calibration

the mean value and standard deviation of the three sensitivities and distances were

determined. The standard deviation of the mean sensitivities in each calibration was of
the order of 5 % of the mean. The correlation coefhcient between the measured

amplitude and the measurement distance was better than 0.995.
The errors arising from the amplifrer and A/D conversion are negligible in

comparison to other possible errors. At the beginning of the study an analog tape

recorder was used for primary storage of the recordings. The amplifiers of the tape

recorder were adjusted regularly.
A final but not the least significant possible error factor may arise from the

digital processing of the VMCG signals. The digital signal processing method used in
this study is described in Chapter 2. It was necessary to improve the quality of the

MCG signals by averaging about 20 to 40 heartbeåts. Signal sequences with very high
noise levels and errors were excluded from the averaging process. The object of the
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averaging was to frnd a signal that stands for the mean, representative heart cycle
during the recording session. Many factors like respiration give rise to variation in the
successive beats in the VMCG signals.

<1 EFFECT OF MEASI.]REMENT I,OCATION ON THE VMCG

The introductory sections of this chapter revealed that in the unipositional lead
system the measurement distance and location with respect to the heart are possible

sources of intra- and interindividual variabiliry in the VMCG. This section deals first
statisticålly with the effect of different individual measurement distances in determining
amplitudes and direction of the QRS-vector. Intraindividual variability in the VMCG
caused by misplacement of the detector above the heart is simulated in Section 5.3.3
and compared with interindividual variation of the VMCG.

5.3.L Correction of VMCG.amplitudes with respect to measurement distance

The roughly dipolar inverse cube dependence of the amplitude of the magnetic
field on distance discussed in Chapter 3 offers a basis for the correction of the VMCG
amplitude with respect to the different measurement distances. In the simplest form the
corection can be made by calculating the moment of the equivalent magnetic dipole lo-
cated in the geometrical center of the heart with the cube law of distance (Malmivuo,
1976). As shown in Chapter 3, this model was not accurate enough to explain the

decreasing rate of the field amplitude as a function of distance. A much better agree-
ment between the observed and calculated fields was achieved in Section 3.2.3 with the
magnetic dipole moving along the x-axis (model B) and with the modified, exponent
fitting model (model D). The accuracies of these two models in explaining the decrease

of the amplitude of the magnetic field measured at different distances were equal. In
this section the exponent frtting model is applied in correcting VMCG amplitudes with
respect to different measurement distances.

The material consists of the same unipositional VMCG recordings from 57
normal male subjects as described in Section 3.2.The magnetic dipole moments were
calculated from the VMCG recordings using Equation 2.3. The mean values and stan-
dard deviation of the maximum QRS-amplitudes were calculated for the dipole moment
and the magnetic field.

Table 5.1shows the mean values and coefficients of variation of the maximum

QRS-amplitudes in the calculated dipole moments and in the measured magnetic field.
When the individual measurement distance was taken into account in computing the
dipole moments, the coefficient of variation increased in the x-component and in the
vector magnitude from the corresponding values of the magnetic field data. Only in one
case of the z-component did the coefficient of variation decrease. This slightly suqp-
rising result was due to the fact that only the z-amplitude had a clear negative correla-
tion with the measurement distance'in this male population while the other three
amplitudes did not show correlation with measurement distance in the 57 normal men.
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Table 5.1 Mean amplitudes and coefficients of variation (CV) of the magnetic dipole
moment and measured magnetic field in 57 normal male subjects.

Dipole Field

Measurement
CV
%

mean CV
pAm2 %

mean
pT

-23.5
4.7

-20.3
a1 1

The reason for this problematic phenomenon was in the systematic trend of amplitudes

with age: the VMCG amplitudes being in men under 35 years much larger than those

in older men. The study material of 57 men was collected in several phases, and during
the measuring phase when most of the young men were studied the distance from the

bottom of the dewar to the detecting coils was by mistake about 15 mm longer than

usual.
The confusing effect of age is partially eliminated in the results presented in

Table 5.2 showing the mean values and the coeffrcients of variation of the maximum

QRS-vector magnitude in the magnetic field and in the magnetic dipole moment in two
age subgroups (under and over 35 years). In the subgroup of men over 35 years the

coefficient of variation decreased clearly when the effect of the measurement distance

was corrected. In the subgroup of men under 35 years the coeff,rcient of variation
increased slightly. Another important result shown in Table 5.2 was that the difference
in the VMCG amplitudes between the two subgroups was larger when the meåsurement

distance was taken into consideration.
The study material did not include female subjects because sex is another

confusing factor affecting VMCG amplitudes. In a previous study the effect of
correcting VMCG amplitudes with respect to the measurement distance was examined

separately in male and female subjects (Nousiainen, 1986). Table 5.3 shows these

results. The correction of amplitudes with respect to the measurement distance had a

clear effect on the ratio of the mean amplitudes between male and fernale subjects. The

reason for this divergence of the mean amplitudes was found in the systematic trend

that the mean distance of the detector from the chest wall was sreater in female

subjects than in male subjects.

5.3.2 Effect of measurement distance on the direction of the magnetic dipole

The mean effect of increasing the measurement distance along the x-axis on the

direction of the measured magnetic dipole was found to be minimal. The angle in the

frontal plane was slightly affected by displacement of the detector further from the

original measurement point along the x-axis: even an increase of about 20 mm in the

X-amplitude
Y-amplitude
Z-amplitude
Magnitude

0.72
0.15
0.57
0.95

39
158

,+0

34

44
157

5t
3t
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Table 5.2 Mean maximum
(CV) in two age subgroups
between the subgroups.

QRS-vector magnitudes and
in 57 normal male subiects.

coefhcients of variation
and the amplitude ratio

Maximum spatid QRS amplitude

Dipole Field

Age group
mean
pAm',

mean CV
pT%

CV
%

20-35 years
36-70 years

25
35

CV mean CV
TopT%Sex

38
36

38
JJ

0.99
0.&

26
JI

36.4
29.s

Ratio (older vs. younger) 0.65 0.81

Table 5.3 Mean maximum QRS-vector magnitudes and coefficients of variation
(CV) in 32 male and 29 female subjects, and the amplitude ratio between the
subgroups.

Dipole Field

mean
pAm"

male
female

t.02
0.61

34.8
18.1

JZ
29

Ratio (female vs. male) 0.60 0.s2

n=number of cases

measurement distance caused a statistically signihcant (p<0.001) deviation of 1.6'in
the mean direction of the vector. However, these effects were of no practical
significance in recording the VMCG because the variation in the orientation of the

QRS-vector between the normal subjects was much greåter than this observed trend.

5.3.3 Effect of detector location in the frontal plane

To evaluate the effect of misplacing the detector on VMCG parameters, the
magnetic field was recorded from ten normal subjects at four additional points besides
the unipositional recording. These four points (points b3, c4, d3 and c2 in Figure 2. 1b)

were located at a distance of 15 mm around the unipositional measurement point in the
frontal plane (one point to the left, one point to the right, one point superiorly and one
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point inferiorly). The magnetic field measured at the four additional points was

compared to the field measured at the unipositional point. The differences in the
VMCG parameters meåsured at the different points were tested with Student's t test.

Effect of dztector location on thc QRs-amplitudcs

The effect on the QRS-amplitudes in 10 normal subjects when the detector was
placed 15 mm to the side of the unipositional point is presented in Table 5.4. Each of
the five subtables in Table 5.4 represents the data of the corresponding measurement
point. The subtable in the middle (c3) shows the coefficients of variation of the mean

maximum field amplitude measured at the unipositional measurement point. The four
surrounding subtables give the mean relative differences in the maximum amplitudes
measured at that point with respect to that measured at the unipositional point. The
statistical significance of these differences is also given.

Table 5.4 Relative differences D in the maximum absolute amplitudes of x-, y-
and z-components and vector magnitude (M) of the magnetic field measured at
points b3, c4, d3 and c2 with respect to the unipositional measurement at point
c3. At point c3 the coefficients of variation (CV) are presented. The statistical
significance of the differences is also given.

Point b3
D (%)

x 2t.6'
Y ll.6'
z 15.8'
M 4.1-

Point c2

D (%)
Point c3

cv (%)
Point c4

D (%)

X
Y
z
M

X
Y
Z
M

x
Y
z
M

x
Y
z
M

0.2
-36.2*
-I.J
4.2

23.7
58.0
23.4
61.0

8.2
8.7

23.4'
3.8

Point d3
D (%)

4.7
-33.0'
-20.9*

6.1-

p<0.05; - p<0.01
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The maximum QRS-amplitude in the X-lead was influenced most significantly
by displacement of the detector in the superior direction (point b3), the mean change
in the amplitude being about20% (p<0.01). The X-lead was not very sensirive to dis-
placement of the detector in the left-to-right direction in the vicinity of the unipositional
point. The y-amplitude was noticeably affected by the displacement of the measurement
point. when the detector was moved 15 mm either to the right or inferiorly, a
statistically signifrcant difference of about 35% was produced. The amplitudes in the
Z-lead were most sensitive to displacement of the detector in the inferior (p < 0.01) and
in the left (p < 0.05) direction. The effect of displacement of the meåsurement point on
the maximum QRS-vector magnitude was insignifrcant.

The relative changes in the VMCG amplitudes produced by displacement of the
detector 15 mm to the side of the unipositional measurement point were smaller than
the corresponding values of the coeffrcient of variation observed amons the normal
subjects at the unipositional measurement point.

Effect of detector location on the direction of the maximun eRS-vector

Displacement of the detector 15 mm to the side of the unipositional point
resulted in a mean deviation of about 10 in the direction of the maximal QRS-vector.
Statistically the most significant difference was caused by a shifting of the measurement
point inferiorly to the correct measurement point, resulting in a deviation of 17in the
sagittal plane angle. This difference was almost three times greater than the standard
deviation of the mean angle measured in the subjects at the unipositional point. In all
other cases the differences between the angles were less than two standard deviations
of the means at the original point.

5.4 TEMPORAL REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE \MCG MEASI]REMENT

5.4.1 Measurement series and statistical methods

Intraindividual variability in the VMCG within normal subjects was studied by
repeating the VMCG measurement several times within different time periods. The
repeåted measurements constituted three measurement series.

Seies A: beat-to-beat variation within subjects

Beat-to-beat variation was evaluated by analyzing ten successive complexes in
ten normal subjects. These cases were selected at random from among the normal
VMCG recordings, where the noise level in the vMCG signals was moderate.
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Series B: shon-rcrm variation within subjects

Repeat variation in the VMCG was studied repeating the VMCG measurement
in 15 normal subjects three times one after another. The subjects stood up between the
measurements. Because the correct measurement point was marked on the skin the only
source of intraindividual variability was produced by placement of the detector above
the heart.

Series C: long-term vaiaion within subjects

Long-term variability in the VMCG was studied by repeating the VMCG
recording in nine normal subjects two to f,rve times over a long period of time. The
repeat period varied between the subjects from one month to five years. The material
was largely the same as in series B.

Statistical methoh

Intraindividual variability within normal subjects was investigated with 44
VMCG parameters. These consisted of nine instantaneous time normatized eRS-
amplitudes in the x-, y- and z-components and in the vector magnitude, maximum
QRS- and T-vector magnitudes, as well as amplitudes and the directions of the maximal
QRS-vector in the three coordinate planes. The means and the standard deviations of
all 44 parameters were calculated between the repeated measurements in each subject.
The coefficient of variation was calculated for the amplitude parameters. The averaged
coefhcient of variation between the subjerts was calculated for all parameters.

In general, the variation fi, of a certain variable x is a sum of error-free
biological variation d, of the variable and random variation fi of the measurement
(Fleish, 1986):

222or=aT+o.. (5.1)

The reproducibility of a method can be described by means of the intraclass correlation
coefficient of reliabiiity CR defined by

26r
CR= )t

aT*o"

(s.2)

Coeffrcient of reliability CR thus gives the fraction of the biological variance of
observation due to the subject-to-subject variability in the total variance. It varies
between 0 and 1. When the portion of the measurement error decreases, the reliability
of the method increases and CR approaches its maximum value of unity.

Random variation can be estimated with a mean sutn of squares within subjects
(IvISw). consequently the estimate for the standard error of measurement is
o.=y'grlsw;. The MSW can be calculated with
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where xu is observed value of replicate measurement 7 in a series of t
qreåsurements in subject l,
Xu is mean value of the replicate measurements in subject l,
n is number of subjects, and

/c is number of measurements (here t:3).
The biological component of the variation can be estimated with the difference

between a mean sum of squares between subjects (MSB) and a MSW. The MSB is
given by

r,,rsw = ---l- i f, a,,-x,r
n(k-L)"1=1/=1 ' 1

1n
MSB=-+E 6;D'n-1Fi

where .i is the overall ^*t DX,ln of the samples.

The estimate of the standard deviation of the biolosical variation is

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

The estimator of the coefficient of reliability is then (Fleish, 1986)

CR=
MSB-MSW (5.6)

MSB+(ft-1)MSW

5.4.2 Intraindividual variability in the various measurement series

The mean intraindividual variation caused by several measurement errors is
depicted in Figure 5.2 and Tables 5.5 and 5.6. Figure 5.2 shows the mean values of
the coefficients of variation in the three measurement series for the vector magnitude
during the normalized QRS-duration. Table 5.5 gives the mean coefficients of variation
for the maximum QRS- and T-vector magnitudes. The variability was in general
smallest in the beat-to-beat study. At the very beginning and end of the QRs-complex
the S/N ratio in the real-time signal was occasionally so low that the variation
increased when compared with the much better S/N ratio of the averaged signals in the

short-term and the long-term study. In the long-term study the mean intraindividual
variation within the subjects was clearly greater than in the other two cases due to a

larger number of error factors.

Table 5.6 shows the mean standard deviations of the angle of the maximum

QRS-vector in the three coordinate planes between the subjects. Intraindividual repeat
variation of the maximum vector angle was quite small in all coordinate planes. When
the amount of possible factors responsible for the error in the VMCG measurement
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Figure 5.2 Mean coefficients of variation (CV) of the vector magnitude during the

time normalized QRS-complex in the three measurement series.

Table 5.5 Mean coefficients of variation (CV) of the maximum QRS- and T-
amplitudes within subjects in a beat-to-beat (series A), short-term (series B) and

long-term (series C) study.

Coefficient of variation (%)

Parameter

Series A
Oeat-to-
beaO

Series B
(short-
term)

Series C

0ong-
term)

Max. spatial

QRS-amplitude
Max. QRS-amplitude in

sagittal plane
frontal plane
transverse plane

Max. spatial
T-amplitude

4.5

4.8
5.7
6.3

12.9

4.6

6.4
6.2

8.4

1.2

1^

18.9
13.4

16.2

increased in the case of the long-term study, the mean variation within the subjects in-
creased, too. Clearly, the low S/N ratio in the real time recording increased the

inaccuracy to measure the direction of the vectors in the coordinate planes. Variation
in the direction of the maximum QRS:vector was on average greatest in the transverse
plane.
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Table 5.6 Mean standard deviations of the angles of the maximal QRS-vector in the
left sagittal, frontal and transverse planes in a beat-to-beat (series A), short-tenn
(series B) and long-term (series C) study.

Standard deviation (degrees)

Parameter

Series A
@eat-to-
beat)

Series B Series C
(short- Qong-
term) term)

Angle in
sagittal plane
frontal plane
transverse plane

2.4
3.5
3.5

5.1
4.4
5.9

6.0

9.5

5.4.3 Coefficient of reliability

Figure 5.3 shows graphically the coefficient of reliability of the instantaneous

QRS-amplitudes in the three components of the VMCG in short-term measurement
series B. Except for the very beginning and end of the QRS-complex, the proportion
of the measurement error in the total variation of the mean amplitude values (1-CR)
varied during the QRS-complex between 7Vo and 50V0. Tt,e best reliability of the x-,
y- and z-amplitudes was reached when 70% of the QRS-duration had elapsed. At the

beginning and end of the QRS-complex the variation caused by measurement errors
was much greater than the biological variation between the subjects, i.e. a fact caused

by low signal amplitudes and low S/N ratio.
Figure 5.4 shows comparison between the coefficients of reliability of the

instantaneous vector magnitudes in the beat-to-beat, short-term and long-term studies

during the time normalized QRS-complex. The proportion of the error componenr in
the total variation did not vary significantly in the three repeat studies.

The measurements of the reliability of eight VMCG parameters are listed in
Table 5.7 together with the total variation of the parameters in 192 normal male
subjects (see Appendix A for the total variability). Table 5.7 shows that the total
interindividual variability of the VMCG parameters is dependent on the coefficient of
reliability of that parameter. For instance the greater total variation in the maximum T-
vector magnitude than in the maximum QRS-vector magnitude was clearly associated
with the smaller coefficient of reliability of the T-wave meåsurement. The very same

conclusion is valid for the variability in the angle of the maximal QRS-vector in the
transverse plane.
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40 60 80

Normalized QRS-duration (%)

Figure 5.3 Mean coefficient of reliability (CR) of the instantaneous amplitudes of
t}re x-, y- and z-components during the time normalized QRS-complex in a short-
term (series B) study.

o.2
Long-
te rm

20 40 60 80
N ormalized QRS-duration (o/o)

Figure 5.4 Mean coeffrcient of reliability (CR) of the instantaneous QRS-vector
magnitudes in a beat-to-beat (series A), short-term (series B) and long-term (series

C) study.

CR
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Table 5.7 Mean coefficients of reliability (CR) in series A-C, as well as mean
coefficients of variations (CV) and mean standard deviations (SD) in 192 normal
male subjects.

CR

CV SD
(7") (degees)

Series Series Series
ABC

Maximum spatial

QRS-amplitude
T-amplitude

Max. QRS-ampl. in
sagittal plane
ftontal plane
transverse plane

Angle of max. QRS-vector in
sagittal plane
frontal plane
transverse plane

0.92 0.90
0.81 0.75

0.92 0.90
0.74 0.72
0.93 0.87

0.88 0.77
0.75 0.14
0.55 0.40

0.77
0.32

0.68
0.86
0.83

0.72
0.44
0.20

30
A1

30

39
50

21

30
J1+

EFFECT OF RESPIRATION

The effect of respiration on the VMCG and VECG meåsurements was studied
in three normal subjects. The VMCG and VECG were measured in each of them at

three stages of respiration: deep-held expiration, mid-respiration and deep-held
inspiration.

The magnetic QRS-axis was found to rotate progressively towards the left with
increasing inspiration and towards the right with increasing expiration. The directions
of the rotation were similar in all three subjects. The mean spatial angles of the
maximum QRS-vectors between normal respiration and full expiration and betwern
normal respiration and full inspiration were in the VMCG 5o and 6o, respectively. The
effect of full expiration in the VECG was similar to that in the VMCG. The effect
induced by full inspiration on the direction of the QRS-axis was more than twofold in
the VECG compared with the VMCG.

Full inspiration induced the most pronounced relative changes in the VMCG
amplitudes of the Y-lead, where the amplitudes were smallest. The VMCG X-lead was
most insensitive to the depth of the respiration.

5.6 SLMMARY OF CHAPTER 5

In this chapter the reproducibility of the VMCG measurement with the
unipositional lead system was assessed. Several technical factors were significant in
contributing to variability in the vMCG. The effect of the detector location on
variability in the VMCG was studied in detail because this error source is one of the
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most important technical determinants of variation. On the basis of the normal material
studied it was noted that correction of the VMCG amplitudes with respect to the
different individual measurement distances affected the normal variation ranges and the
differences in the VMCG amplitudes between the younger and older male subjects and
between male and female subjects. The test with deliberate misplacement of the

detector demonstrated clearly that special attention must be paid to placement of the
VMCG detector in the correct location at the fourth intercostal space.

The reproducibility of the VMCG between subjects was studied by repeating the
VMCG meåsurements several times in succession. The variability ot several time
averaged VMCG parameters was in repeated measurements comparable with the beat-
to-beat variation of real time recordings, demonstrating that it is possible to locate the
detector correctly repeatedly in front of the heart. When the period bet'ween the
successive recordings was on the order of weeks or months, the intraindividual
variability within subjects increased slightly. During the mid-QRS the intraindividual
variation due to measurement errors was smaller than the variation due to
interindividual variability. However, at the beginning and end of the QRS-complex the
low S/N ratio limited the reliability of the amplitude measurements of the VMCG.

The effect of respiration phase on the VMCG signal in three normal subjects
was practically identicat. The effect of full expiration on thc rotation of the QRS-axis
was similar in the VMCG and in VECG whereas the effect of full inspiration in the
VECG was more than twice that in the VMCG"
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Chapter 6

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF
THE NORMAL VECTOR MAGNETOCARDIOGRAM

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of the study of magnetocardiography is to develop a new
clinical method for diagnosing various heart diseases. In distinguishing between normal
and abnormal subjects it is essential to know accurately the mean behavior of the MCG
and its variation range in the normal healthy population. A thorough understanding of
the normal MCG involves specifying the MCG at least in various age groups extending
from infancy to old age, in male and female subjects and in various racial groups. In
electrocardiology the limits of normality of the ECG have been rehned during the last
two decades, improving the diagnostic accuracy of ECG (Macfarlane and I:wrie,
1989).

Altogether MCG measurements cover several hundred normal cases reported in
the literature (Siltanen, 1989). These data have been collected by using different lead

systems. Previous reports on the normal VMCG have been published by Nousiainen et
al. (1985b; 1986; 1989) and kifer et al. (1981). The mean behavior of the normal
MCG recorded over a wide area of the anterior chest wall is also very well
documented (Saarinen et al., 1978; Fujino et al., 1984).

The purpose of this chapter is to describe statistically the behavior of the normal
vector magnetocardiogram in a sample of 286 healthy adult subjects measured with the
unipositional lead system. This material is composed of volunteers that have
participated in the VMCG study during the years 1982-1990. The material, comprising
both genders with an age range of 20 to 78 years, constitutes the largest normal MCG
group ever reported. However, this sample size does not satisfy the prerequisite for
determination of the normal limits of the ECG stated by Simonson (1974) who required
that the minimum sample.size should be closer to 1,000 if the sample contains both
men and women. Clearly the material presented in this study is too limited in regard
to that prerequisite. Yet it exceeds the size of many normal ECG and VECG materials
published in the standard reference literature (Chou et a1.,1967; Witham, 1975) and
is the first substantial contribution in establishing a standard reference for the VMCG.
Moreover, it serves as a reference also in the combined diagnostic method of VMCG
and VECG.

The VMCGs are presented in this chapter in terms of magnetic dipole moment
calculated from the measured magnetic field by using Equation2.3.The purpose is to
describe the mean behavior of the magnetic dipole and its variation range in the normal
population. The main results are presented in most cases graphically in the text and
more quantitatively as tables in Appendix A. The main emphasis of the study has been
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laid on the description of the QRS-complex because of its importance in diagnosing

several heart disorders, and because of a certain unreliability associated with the

measurements of low ampiitudes during the P- and T-waves discussed in Chapter 5.

6.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE NORMAL P-WAVE

Figure 6.1 strows the x-, y- and z-components of the mean normal P-waveand
the vector loops in the left sagittal, frontal and transverse planes. The mean signals

were reconstructed from the instantaneous amplitudes of the time-normalized P-wave

recorded in 286 normal subjects. In each individual the instantaneous amplitudes were

divided by the maximum P-vector magnitude, after which the arithmetic mean of all
srses was calculated for each amplitude measurement. These means of scaled

amplitudes were finally multiplied by a group-mean of the maximum P-vector
magnitude. The continuous signals were calculated by inlerpolating the values between

the instantaneous amplitude values by means of cubic spline functions. This weighting
of the signal with the individual maximum magnitude resulted in a uniform contribution
by all subjects regardless of signal level. The same procedure was also applied for the

QRS-complex and T-wave.
The P-wave of the VMCG could be recognized most reliably in the x-component,

in which it appeared mostly as a biphasic wave. The initial phase was positive and the

terminal phase negative, as seen in Figure 6. la. The initial positive deflection is as-

sociated with the depolarization of the right atrium, which occurs mainly inferiorly to
the sinus node. The terminal negative wave reflects the spread to the left of the

depolarization wavefront in the left atrium. The P-wave also appea.red as entirely
positive in some normal subjects. The maximum P-amplitude in the x-component was

not observed to exceed 0.24 pAmz. The P-amplitudes in the y- and z-components were

about half of those in the x-component. The P-wave was in general positive in both

these components (Figure 6.la).
The mean maximum P-vector magnitude was 0.08 1t^mz (+40%, CV) with the

upper limit of the 95 percentile at about 0.2 pAmz. The maximal P-vector was directed

superiorly, anteriorly and to the left as can be seen in Figure 6.1b presenting the P-

wave as vector loops projected in the three coordinate planes.

6.3 DESCRTPTTON OF THE NORMAL QRS-COMPLEX

6.3.1 Morphological characteristics

A morphological study of the scalar VMCG component leads involves description
of the mean waveforms, amplitudes and durations of the waves in the QRS-complex.
Figure 6.2 shows the mean QRS-waveforms in the x-, y- and z-components calculated
by scaling the instantaneous amplitudes as described in Section 6.2. Figure 6.3
illustrates the four most general QRS-waveforms in each of the three components of the
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Figure 6.1 Mean P-wave of the VMCG in 286 normal subjects: (a) the x-, y- and z-
components of the time normalized P-wave, and (b) the vector loops formed by the
mean x-, y- and z-signals in the left sagittal, frontal and transverse planes. Amplitudes
are gigen in pAm2.

VMCG and the mean values of the various parameters. The mean values and standard
deviations of the parameters as well as the prevalences associated with each QRS-
waveform are shown in Appendix A.

X-comporuil

In about 95vo of the normal subjects the most general form of the eRs-complex
in the x-component was the main negative deflection, possibly preceded and/or
followed by a small positive deflection. The positive wave in the initial phase of the

QRS-complex was found to be the main deflection only in one percent of the normals.
In the rest of the normal subjects the QRS-complex was multiphasic without any main
deflection. The negative deflertion preceded and followed by small positive waves (the
rSr'-morphology) was the most general individual eRS-morphology in the x-
component. It appeared in one third of the normal subjects. The only difference
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Figure 6.2 Mean QRS-complex of the VMCG in 286 normal subjects depicted by the
mean amplitudes in the x-, y- and z-components of the time-normalized QRS-
complex.

between the various age groups was that the rS-waveform was slightly more frequent

in women over 60 than in the other subjects.

The duration and the peak amplitude of the initial and terminal positive r- and r'-
waves were ståtistically independent of the shape of the QRS-complex in the rSr'-, rS-
and Sr'-morphologies. However, the duration of the main negative S-wave varied with
the QRS-waveform, while the peak amplitude was independent of the waveform. The

mean ratio between the p€ak amplitudes of the initial positive and the main negative
waves (r/S-ratio) was -0.12 (the lower limit of the 95 percentile range was about

-0.5). The mean ratio between the peåk amplitudes of the terminal positive and the

main negative wave (r'lS-ratio) was -0.33 (the lower limit of the 95 percentile range
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Figure 6.3 The four most frequent QRS-morphologies in each of the three orthogonal
components of the VMCG in 286 normal subjects. The amplitudes are given in ptAnr-r,
and the durations and time intervals in ms.
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was - 1.4). The mean peak-to-peak amplitude was 0.93 pAm2 (+51%, CV) with the
upper limit of the 95 percentile range at 2.1 p{mz.

Y-componznt

The gross QRS-morphology in the y-component was biphasic: an initial positive
wave followed by a negative wave (the RS-waveform), as can be seen in Figure 6.2.
This waveform was prominent in about 55% of the normal subjects. In about 28 % of
the normal cases the main positive wave was preceded by a small negative Q-wave. In
cases where a negative deflection was dominant in the QRS-complex the total duration
of the complex was on average 6 ms longer than in cases with a main positive
deflection. About 10 % of the normals had a multiphasic QRS-complex with either a

positive or a negative main deflection.
Small differences were observed in the QRS-duration between the QRS-mor-

phologies. The duration of the complex tended to be longer in cases where the negative
direction in the QRS-waveform (the RS- and RSR'S'-morphologies) was more
dominant than the positive direction.

The QRS-amplitudes in the y-component were much lower than those in the other
two components. The mean maximum peak-to-peak amplitude was 0.45 p.Amz (*51%,
CV), the upper limit of the 95 percentile range being 1.2 p{mz. The mean peak
amplitude of the main positive wave was invariable in the cases of the RS-, QRS- and
RSR'-morphologies.

Z-componcru

Figure 6.2 shows that the triphasic waveform of the QRs-complex in the z-
component was the most common, appearing in about 75 % of the normal subjects. It
was again possible that the Q- or S-waves were absent. Only about 2% of the normal
subjects had a minor positive wave in the QRS-complex in the z-component. The qR-
waveform was about two times as frequent in the women as in the men.

The QRS-amplitudes in the z-component were on average slightly lower than in
the x-component. However, the peak R-amplitude was higher than the absolute S-
amplitude in the x-component in 45 % of the normal subjects. In contrast to the x- and
y-components, the mean peak R-amplitude in the z-component was dependent on the

QRS-waveform. The peak amplitude did not exceed 2.5 pAmz.
In general the absolute amplitude and the wave duration were greåter in the S-

wave than in the Q-wave. The mean ratios of the peak Q- and peak S-amplitudes to the
peak R-amplitude (the Q/R- and S/R-ratios) were -0.19 and -0.31, respectively (the
lower limits of the 95 percentile range were -0.45 and -0.7, respectively).

XW-morphology

On the basis of the polarities of the different waves in the eRS-complex, the
moqphologies in the x-, y- and z-components couid be divided into 11, 11 and 8 differ-
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ent classes, respectively. When the different x-, y- and z-classes were combined, a total
of 83 different classes of XYZ-morphologies were produced. This was about three
times the number in the VECG, where a total of 26 different classes were observed. In
the VMCG the three greatest classes covered about 30% of the normal subjects, while
the corresponding percentage in the VECG was 6A%.

6.3.2 Vectorial characteristics

The main parameters in characterizing the vectorial behavior of the VMCG are
the amplitudes and directions of the instantaneous vectors. The direction of inscription
of the loops and the distribution of the QRS-loops in various quadrants of space were
also studied. The results are presented in Figures 6.4-6.

Figure 6.4 depicts the loops of the averaged QRS-vector components presented
in Figure 6.2 in the three coordinate planes. These loops do not necessarily represent
the most typical or most common contours of the normal QRS-loops. Because the
amplitude and the direction of the instantaneous QRS-vector vary in the normai
population, it is impossible to describe all the variations of the normal loops in a single
figure.

LEFT SAGITTAL pBoNTAL

-+--+-,Fl
-0.5

Figure 6.4 Mean QRS-complex of the VMCG in 286 normal subjects displayed as
vector loops in the left sagittal, frontal and transverse planes. The loops are formed
by the mean signals of the QRs-vector components shown in Fig. 6.2. The amplitudes
are given in pAm2. The dashed lines are separated by intervals of 2% of the time-
normalized QRS-duration. The direction of inscription of the loop is depicted by the
dots on the leading end of the dashed lines.
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Figure 6.5 Scattergrams of dots in the three coordinate planes presenting direction
and amplitude of the instantaneous QRS-vectors at (a) 20Vo, b) 40%, and (c) 70% of
the QRS-duration in 286 normal subjects.

The variability between the normal subjects is shown in Figure 6.5. It presents

the scattergrams of the QRS-vectors of the 286 normal subjects at three time instants
projected into the three coordinate planes. The scattergrams are formed by the end
points of the instantaneous QRS-vectors. Figure 6.6 illustrates the mean amplitudes and
directions of the maximum QRS-vector and the 95 percentile ranges.

QRS-loop in the frontal plane

The Q-wave in the z-component is caused by the initial QRs-vectors directed in-
feriorly. when the QRS-complex had advanced about 20% of its duration, the eRS-
vector pointed to an increasing extent superiorly and to the left. The middle eRS-
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ve{tor was directed superiorly in all normal subjects and mostly to the left, and only
in about l0% of the normal subjects to the right. The mean angle of the maximal QRS-
vector was 78' (+35', SD) and the mean amplitude 0.76 p{m2 (+47 % , CV). In the

terminal phase the QRS-vector turned mostly in the right-hand and inferior direction.
The direction of inscription of the QRS{oop in the frontal plane was counter-

clockwise in about 90% of the normals. In the remaining l0% the clockwise or the

figure-of-eight direction could occur approximately as often. On average about haif of
the QRS-loop area was located in the left superior quadrant of the frontal plane. The

other half was evenly distributed between the other three quadrants. Because many

QRS{oops were very narrow in shape, the area of the loop was then very small and

the direction of inscription of the loop was very difficult to determine.

QRSJoop in the lefi saginal planc

In the left sagittal plane the initial QRs-vectors were directed inferiorly and

either anteriorly or posteriorly. Beyond 30% of the QRs-duration the vectors in all
normal subjects were almost without exception directed posteriorly and to the left. The

direction of the maximum QRS-vector was -44' (+21', SD) and the mean amplitude

1.08 pAm2 (+44%, CV). The terminal QRS-vectors were directed inferiorly in most

subjects.

The direction of inscription of the loop was clockwise or counterclockwise. The
greater part of the QRS-loop area was located in the postero-superior quadrant of the

left sagittal plane in about 95% of the normals. The shape of the loop was usually
narrow but in about 20% of the normals the width of the loop was more than half its
length.

LEFT SAGITTAL FRONTAL TRANSVERSE

z

i Variation range
j of the angleMean value 
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Figure 6.6 Mean amplitudes and directions of the maximal QRS-vector in the three
coordinate planes and the 95 percentile variation range.
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QRS-loop in thc tansverse plane

In the transverse plane the main direction of the initial vectors was to the left and
either inferior or superior. When 30% of the QRS-duration had passed the QRS-vectors
were oriented in almost every normal subject superiorly and to the left. The mean

angle of the maximum vector was 178 (+34', SD) and the mean amplitude 0.84 pAm2
(*50Vo, CV). This means that the transverse planeloop was cranial in most subjects
and that the maximal vector could also be oriented slightly to the right (in about 20%
of the normals). Towards the end of the QRS-complex the vector turned more in the
right-hand and inferior direction. However, in about half of the normals the terminal
vector was oriented superiorly.

The counterclockwise direction of inscription of the loop appeared about two
times more often than the clockwise and the figure-of-eight direction. The main part of
the loop area was located in the left superior quadrant of the transverse plane. When
the maximal QRS-vector was directed purely posteriorly or when the loop was wide
with a width more than one third of its length, a large part of the area was distributed
to the right posterior quadrant of the plane.

Spatial QRS-vector

The maximum QRS-vector occurred on average 40 ms (*5 ms, SD) after the
onset of the QRS-complex. The magnitude of the maximum spatial QRS-vector was
I.l7 pAm2 (+42%, CV) and the azimuth and the elevation 178'(+34", SD) and 35"
(t 15', SD), respectively.

6.4 DESCRIPTION OF THE NORMAL T-WAVE

The morphology of the T-wave in the VMCG was of the same shape in almost
all normal subjects. Figure 6.7a shows the averaged waveforms of the T-wave: in the
x-component the most general waveform was negative deflection and in the y- and z-
components positive deflection. In a few subjects, the T-wave could be biphasic or
even absent in all components.

The T{oop in the VMCG was elliptical or even linear in shape and it had a

smooth contour without any abrupt changes. The maximal T-vector, like the QRS-
vector, was directed superiorly, posteriorly and mostly to the left, as depicted in Figure
6.7b. The variation ranges of the magnitude and direction of the maximal T-vector
were slightly greater than those of the maximal QRS-vectors. The mean spatial angle
between the maximum QRS- and T-vectors was about 23". The mean maximum T-
vector magnitude was 0.35 pAm2 (ISlVo, CV), i.e. about one third of the mean
maximum QRS-vector magnitude.

The direction of inscription of the T-loop was either clockwise or counter-
clockwise in the frontal plane. In the left sagittal and transverse planes the T loop was
inscribed clockwise and counterclockwise, respectively, in about 95% of the normals.
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Figure 6.7 Mean T-wave of the VMCG in 286 normal subjects: (a) the x-, y- and z-

components of the time-normatized T-wave, and O) the vector loops formed by the

mean x-, y- and z-signals in the left sagittal, frontal and transverse planes. Amplitudes
are given in pAm2.

6.5 COMPARISON OF THE NORMAL YMCG AND TIIE NORMAL VECG

The normal vector electrocardiogram is described in this section only in a broad

outline in order to verify the normality of the material in the study and to compare the

variabilities between the normal VMCG and VECG. All the results presented in this

section are based on the same material of 175 normal subjects.

6.5.1 Statistical analysis of the normal VECG

The averaged QRS-complex in the x-, y- and z-components of the Frank VECG
lead system are presented in Figure 6.8 in scalar form and in vectorial form. The

standard deviations of the intantaneous QRS-amplitudes are also depicted. The mean

normal values and variation ranges of the VECG parameters were found to be in very
good accordance with the normal limits defined in a larger number of normal subjects

@raper et al., 1964).

FFON{IAL
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Figure 6.8 Mean QRS-complex of the VECG in 175 normal subjects: (a) mean
amplitudes and mean*SD in the x-, y- and z-components of the time-normalized
QRS-complex, and @) the vector loops forrned by the mean x-, y- and z-signals in the
left sagittal, frontal and transverse planes. Amplitudes are given in mV.

Table 6.1 shows a comparison of the variabilities of several parameters among
the 175 normal subjects between the VMCG and the VECG. The variabilities of the
amplitude measurements are given in terms of coefficient of variation and those of the
angle measurements in terms of standard deviation. The normal variability in the
amplitude parameters in this material of a limited size was larger in the VMCG than
in the VECG. When the material was split into subgroups according to sex and age,
the variation in the VMCG decreased clearly whereas it was constant in VECG. On the
other hand, the variability in the direction of the maximum QRS-vector in the three
coordinate planes was very similar in VMCG and VECG.

b)
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Tabte 6.1 Coefficient of variation (CV) of the maximum QRS-vector magnitude, and

standard deviations of the direction of the maximal QRS-vector in the three coordinate
planes in the VMCG and VECG in 175 normal subjects.

cY (%) Standard deviation (degrees)

Magnitude Sagittal
VMCG VECG VMCG YECG

Frontal Transverse
VMCG VECG VMCG VECG

All
Men
-50 years
5l- years

Women
-50 years

5l- years

33.4 3r.2
32.4 35.1

34.7 24.0

47.5
39.3
33.8
,+0.8

39.3
34.0
23.7

24.8
23.8
24.0
24.5
23.8
23.7
25.1

20.5
20.7

20.3

4.3
6.2

41.8

30.0
35.3

17.5

19.1
21.4

15.l

6.5.2 Correlation of the YMCG and VECG Darameters

Effect of electric axis

In VECG the direction of the mean electric QRS-vector in the frontal plane is
dependent on the orientation of the heart. A horizontal heart results in a horizontal
deviation of the vector while in a vertical heårt the QRS-loop in the frontal plane is

more vertical. It is also assumed (Lundh, 1984) that the direction of the initial electric
forces in the ECG frontal plane ("Q-axis") are related to the position of the septum.

Use of the initial vector as a marker of the heart position may offer some advantages

compared to the conventional electric axis because only a very restricted area of the
left septum is depolarized in the initial phase.

The QRS-amplitudes in the VMCG x- and y-components were found to correlate

with the frontal plane angle of the VECG. The absolute amplitudes in the VMCG x-
component in both men and women were the smaller the more horizontally the electric

QRS-vector was directed in the VECG. This may be because in a horizontal heart the

elementåry current dipoles may turn in a direction that is more perpendicular to the
lead field current density lines of the VMCG x-component in the left ventricle. The

QRS- amplitudes in the VMCG Z-component were not found to correlate with the
direction of the electric QRs-vector.

The observed trends of the QRs-amplitudes in the x- and y-components with the

electric axis of the heart had a slight effect on the prevalence of the different QRS-
waveforms in these components. The prevalence of the initial positive deflection (the
r-wave) in the QRS-complex of the x-component was much greater in subjects with a

more vertical direction of the electric axis. The initial (10% of QRS-duration) QRS-
amplitude in the x-component was positive in 83% of subjects with the direction of the
electric axis less than 320". The amplitude was positive only in 31% of subjects with
the electric axis having a direction of over 32U (a more horizontal heart).
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The amplitudes of the initial QRS-vectors in the VMCG x-component were found
to correlale with the direction of the initial forces of the VECG, too. The correlation
coefficient between the instantaneous amplitude in the VMCG x-component at2lVo of
the QRS-duration and the frontal plane angle of the corresponding instantan@us vector
in the VECG was r:0.4 in men and r:0.5 in women. This means that the initial
positive deflection was absent much more often in subjects with superior initial forces
in the VECG. Superior initial forces in the VECG correlate in tum with the horizontal
position of the mean electric axis.

Correspondcnce between the VMCG x-componcnt and the WCG-componcnts

The QRS-waveforms in the VMCG x-component were found to resemble in
many ways those in the VECG z-component, as can be seen in Figures 6.2 and 6.8.
The initial r-wave was absent in the VMCG x-component in about 90Vo of the normal
subjects with the no-r-wave QRS-morphology in the VECG z-component. The prevale-
nce of the r-wave in the VMCG x-component in subjects with the r-wave in the VECG
z-component was about 55%. The main deflection was negative in both cases, except
n 5Vo of the normals. The terminal r'-wave appeared in 50% of the normals with the
r'-wave in the VECG z-component. A delay or an abrupt change in the direction of the
curve could also occur as a counterpart of the r'-wave in the VECG z-component. If
the r'-wave was absent in the VECG z-component it was absent also in the VMCG x-
component in 70% of the cases.

The prominent positive terminal deflection in the VMCG x-component was
associated with left axis deviation (LAD) in the VECG. About 30 subjects having
evidence of LAD in the VECG also had a prominent positive 0erminal wave in the
VMCG x-component. This means that the terminal magnetic vector was oriented
posteriorly and inferiorly in the presence of LAD. The ratio of the peak r'-amplitude
to the peak S-amplitude in the VMCG x-component correlated with the duration of the
r'-wave (r:-0.55). This means that the prominent positive terminal deflection in the
VMCG x-component was related to a prolonged excitation in the postero-basal region
ofthe heart (a postero-basal delay). The left axis deviation associated with this postero-
basal delay was found almost exclusively in the older subjects.

Corresponderrce between the VMCG y-compottcnt and the WCG-componznts

Unlike in the x- and z-components the QRS-waveforms in the VMCG y-
component did not resemble the QRs-waveforms in any VECG component.

Correspondence between the WCG z-component and the WCG-componcnts

Similarity of the QRs-waveforms between the VMCG z-component and the
VECG y-component can be seen in the mean curves presented in Figures 6.2 and 6.8.
A Q-wave appeared in the VMCG z-cornponent in all subjects with a e-wave in the
VECG y-component. The Q-wave was absent in the vMCG z-component only if it was
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absent also in the VECG y-component. If an S-wave appeared in the VECG y-
component, the prevalence of an S-wave in the VMCG z-component was about 85 %.

Correlation of the vector magnitudes of the WCG and WCG

The correlation coefficients of the magnetic and electric vector magnitudes during
the time-normalized QRS-complex are also shown in Table 6.2. During the initial
phase of the QRS-complex the spatial magnitudes correlated only weakly with each

other. The correlation was almost zoro at 30% of the QRs-duration, corresponding

temporally to a notch between peaks Mr and Mr in the magnitude curves that was

generally deeper in the VMCG than in the VECG. The highest correlation (r=0.64)
was found in the middle of the QRs-complex.

Because of the slightly different age trends of the VMCG and VECG amplitudes

their correlation was not so high as one would be led to expect. However, when the

male and female populations were divided into subgroups according to age, much

higher correlation coefficients were obtained. The correlation coefhcient between the

maximum magnetic and electric vector magnitudes was r:0.79 in males aged 36-50
years whereas in the whole male population it was only r:0.43.

Table 6.2 Correlation coefficients of the instantåneous QRS-vector magnitudes
between the VMCG and the VECG in 175 normal subiects.

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
Normalized QRS-time instant (%)

Correlation coef f icient
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6.6 SI]MMARY OF CHAPTER 6

In this chapter the normal vector magnetocardiogram, measured with the
corrected unipositional lead system in 286 healthy subjects, was described statistically.
The material consisted of 192 male and 94 female subjects in the age range 18 to 78

years, constituting a standard reference material for clinical VMCG studies.

The mean instantaneous amplitudes and their variation ranges during the P-,

QRS- and T-waves were examined. The QRS-waveforms and vector characteristics
were analyzed in detail. A comparison with the normal vector electrocardiogram
measured with the same population showed that the VMCG had slightly greater normal
variation ranges in the amplitude parameters than the VECG. The variability of the

angle parameters in the VMCG and VECG w:rs very similar.
A correlation study was also undertaken between instantaneous VMCG and

VECG amplitudes. The QRS-amplitudes in the VMCG x- and y-components were
found to correlate with the frontal plane angle of the VECG, a fact explained by the
orientation of the heart. Obvious similarities were found in the mean QRS-waveforms
between the VMCG x-component and the VECG z-component as well as between the
VMCG z-component and the VECG y-component.
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7.1

Chapter 7

EFFECT OF SEX, AGE AND
CONSTITUTIONAL VARIABLES ON

VMCG PARAMETERS

INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 6 the mean values and the variation ranges of the mean normal
VMCG were described. Description of the normal VMCG will be made more accurate
in this chapter by correlation of the VMCG measurements with constitutional variables.
Many non-cardiac factors like age, sex and constitutional variables of the body are
known to affect ECG measurements @ipberger et al., 1967; Simonson, 1972;
Ishikawa, 1976; Nemati et al., 1977; Lundh, 1984; Green et al., 1985; Frank et al.,
1986). These studies have clearly demonstrated that the normal ranges of ECG
measurements can be considerably reduced by incorporation of information related to
age, sex and build of the body. The reduction achieved in the normal variation ranges
can substantially improve the accuracy of ECG in recognizing several abnormalities.
In a computer-based interpretation of the ECG, sex and age of the patients are
automatically considered today.

Knowledge of the effect of these non-cardiac factors on the MCG is limited to
one study by the author (Nousiainen et al., 1989). The aim of this chapter is to study
how sex, age, height, weight and dimensions of the chest affect various VMCG
measurements in normal subjects and to evaiuate the relative importance of each factor.
The purpose is thus to improve the knowledge of the variation ranges of the normal
VMCG in different age, sex and constitutional groups and to improve the recognition
of various heart diseases. The effects of the these factors on the normal VMCG wili
also be compared with their effects on the normal VECG in the same material.

CORRELATIONS OF VMCG PARAMETERS WITH CONSTITUTIONAL
VARIABLES

The relationship between 48 VMCG variables and six explanatory variables was
analyzed in 286 normal subjects described in Section 2"7.1. The VMCG parameters
consisted of 36 amplitude measurements in the three components and in the spatial
vector magnitude at nine instants of the QRS-complex, maximum P-, QRS- and T-
vector magnitudes, peak-to-peak QRS-amplitudes in the x-, y- and z-components as

well as amplitudes and directions of the maximal QRS-vector in the three coordinate

,|)
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planes. The explanatory variables were sex and age of the subjects and, of
constitutional variables, height and weight of the body and the sagittal and transverse
dimensions of the chest.

Table 7.1 shows the number of statisticåUy significant coefhcients of correlation
between the predictor variables and the VMCG parameters. The number is given at
two correlation levels: smaller than and greater than 0.35. The lower limits 0.19 and
0.26 of the correlation coefhcients represent the statistical signifrcance of the equal tail
test at a level p < 0.01 for the men and women, respectively. Table 7.1 shows that age
and body height are the most signifrcant single factors affecting the VMCG parameters
in men. In women, statistically significant correlations of many VMCG parameters
were found with age, body weight and chest configuration.

Table 7.1 Number of correlation coefficients greater than 0. 19'in men and greater
than 0.26' in women between the VMCG parameters and various constitutional
variables.

Number of correlation coeffrcients

Total
Men Women

Age
Height
Weight
Chest diam.
sagittal
transverse

0
2

r8
9
I

7

6

t2
I
'f

ll

'The lower limits were in men r=0.19 and in women r=0.26, representing
statistical significance at a level of p<0.01.

7.2.I Correlations with sex

A statistically signihcant (p<0.01) difference between men and women was
observed in 35 (79 %) VMCG parameters. The main difference was that the VMCG
amplitudes were significantly lower in females than in males. Table 7.2 compares the
mean maximum QRS-amplitudes of the three components and the vector magnitude
recorded both in the whole group and in men and women separately. The mean
amplitudes in the female group were only about 60% of those in the male group
(p < 0.0001).

Figures 7.la-b show the mean amplitudes of the time-normalized instantaneous

QRS- and r-vectors between men and women. The instantaneous spatial vector mag-
nitudes differed very significantiy, while differences in the three scalar leads were not

'4.349
Men Women

0.35-
Men Women

178
9t
15

I
0
0

04
04

t3
6'l
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Table 7.2 Mean maximum QRS-amplitudes of the x-, y- and z-components and the
maximum spatial QRS-magnitude in the whole population, and in the male and
female subgroups.

Max QRSx Max QRSy Max QRSz

Measurement

1.4

1.2

o.8

0.6

Max QRSm

f__l whote group []] uate lill-lil psmals

so evident during the whole QRS-complex. There was no ståtistically significant
difference between men and women in the QRS-amplitudes of the X-lead in the

terminal phase of the QRS-complex. On the other hand, the terminal QRS-amplitudes
of the Ylead in women were on average less than half of the corresponding amplitudes

in men.

In the three planar projections, the magnitudes of the maximum QRS- and T-
vectors were about 40% larger in men than in women. The mean difference of 13" in
the direction of the maximal QRS-vector in the frontal plane between men and women

was also signifrcant.

7.2.2 Correlations with age

As shown in Table 7.1, age was the most important single determinant of the

VMCG parameters, especially in men. Table 7.3 shows the variation of the maximum

QRS-amplitudes with age by means of regression equations, correlation coefficients and

signifrcance of the correlation. In men the maximum QRS-amplitudes decreased with
age in ali leads but in women the amplitude measurement in the Xlead showed no

statistically signilicant variation with age. The relative effect of age was strongest in
the maximum spatial QRS-magnitude in men. According to the regression line the

spatial maximum QRS-amplitude decreases by 0.10 pAm2 per decade.
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a) QRS-vector magnitude

uAm2

b) T-vector magnitude
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Normalized T-duration (%)

---j- Male group --*- Female group

Figure 7.1 (a) Mean instantaneous QRS-vector and (b) T-vector magnitudes in 192

normal male and 94 female subiects.

Tabte 7.3 Regression equations of the maximum QRS-amplitudes with age, the

correlation coefficients (r), and the significances of the correlations (p) in 192 male

and 84 female subjects.

ffi9-*rlit"a"
Uen (n=192)

Uax. QRSx-ampI. =
Max. QRsy-ampl. =
uax. QRsz-ampl. =
l4ax. 9RSm-ampI . =

Women (n=94)
Max. QRsx-ampl. =
l.{ax. QRSy-aFpI . =
Uax. QRSz-ampI. =
I'tax. QRSm-ampl . =

RegreBsion equation

1.40 - 0.007.age
0.?5 - 0.005.age
1.35 - 0.007.age
1.71 - 0.010.age

O.72 - 0.002.age
0.58 - 0.005.aqe
0.79 - 0.004.age
0.99 - 0.OO4.age

-o.211 <0,005
-0.323 <0.0001
-o.242 <0.001
-0.288 <0.0001

-0.079 NS
-0.495 <O.OOO1

-0.268 <0.001
-o.244 <0.01

(year8 )
( years )
( yearE )
( years )

( yearE )
( year6 )
( year8 )
( yearB )
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Table 7.4 shows a comparison of the mean values of the maximum QRS-
amplitudes in the three components and the maximum QRS- and T-vector magnitudes

between men and women in the five age subgroups. In women the mean amplitudes

between the age subgroups differed signifrcantly only in the y-component. However,
the upper and lower variation ranges of the mean values varied considerably also in the

other amplitude measurements. In men the differences in the amplitudes between the

first three subgroups (18-29, 30-39 and 40-49 years) were not signifrcant. In these age

subgroups the maximum spatial QRs-magnitude was on average 7.45 pAm2 (95Vo

range of the variation 0.7 pÄm2 to 2.5 y.Am|.. In the oldest subgroup the mean

amplitudes were about 40Vo lower (p<0.0001) than in the younger men, whereas in
women the mean amplitudes in the oldest subgroup were only about 15% lower than

in younger women. The age trend of the maximum spatial T-magnitude shown in Table
7.4 is slightly steeper both in men and in women than the trend of the maximum spatial

QRS-magnitude.
Figure 7.2 shows the differences in the spatial magnitudes of the instantaneous

QRS- and T-vectors between three male age groups. The differences were most
prominent in the mid-QRS-complex but were not significant in the initial and terminal
phases of the complex.

In planar projections the trends of the maximum QRS-amplitudes with age were
similar to those in the scalar components. In men the maximum QRS-amplitudes
decreased with age in all three coordinate planes but in women there were no
significant differences in amplitudes measured in the various age groups. The direction
of the maximum QRS-vector was affected by age only in women. The decrease with
increasing age in the maximum QRS-amplitude in the Y-lead was reflected in the

frontal and transverse planes by the QRS-axis shifting superiorly.
The fact that the decreasing rates of the VMCG amplitudes with age were much

steeper in men than in women resulted in the amplitudes of older male subjects

approaching those of female subjects. In the under 50 age subgroup the VMCG amp-
litudes in men were on average about 1.7 times greater than in women. In the over 60

age subgroup the corresponding amplitude ratio was only about 1.3. The same age

trend was also shown in the angle of the maximal QRS-vector in the frontal and

transverse planes. The difference in the orientation of the maximal QRS-vector between
the two sexes was no longer found in the oldest subgroup.

7.2.3 Correlations with height

The conelation coefficients in Table 7.1 showed that in men height was the
most important single constitutional factor affecting many VMCG amplitude
measurements. Nevertheless, the effect of height was found to be less prominent than
reported previously with a smaller material (Nousiainen et a1., 1989). The strongest
correlations of height were observed.with the maximum QRS-amplitudes of the z-
component and with the maximum spatial QRS-magnitude. According to the regression
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Table 7.4 Mean maximum QRS-amplitudes of the x-, y- and z-components and

mean QRS- and T-vector magnitudes in five age subgroups of 192 normal men and

94 normal women.
Max ORSX-amDlitude Max QRSy-amplitude

uAm1.4- 0.7
uAm

1.2

1

o.8

0.6

0.4

o.2

o

0.6

0.4

o.

0.6

0.4

0.2

1.4

1

0.6

0.4

o.2

€-29 30-39 40-/19 50-69 60'7E

Age group (!ears)

Max QRsz-amplitude

2
uAm

18-29 30-39 ,+o-49 50-59 60-76

Age group (years)

€-29 30-39 40-a9 60-69 60-78

Age group (years)

18-29 30-39 4G./t9 60-69 60-78

Age group (years)

Max spatial QRs-magnitude

€-29 30-39 40-49 60-69 60-78

Age grouP (Years)

2
uAm

1.6 r--

Max spatial T-magnitude
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a) QRS-vector magnitude

o 20 40 00 80 too
Normalized QRS-duration (%)

b) T-vector magnitude
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Normalized T-duration (%)

+ 21-29 years + 40-49 years + 60-78 years

Figure 7.2 (a) Mean instantaneous QRS-vector magnitudes and (b) T-vector
magnitudes in three age subgroups of men.

line the maximum spatial QRs-magnitude in male subjects increased by 0.i7 pAmz

when the height increased by 10 cm.
Table 7.5 depicts the maximum QRS-amplitudes of the three scalar components

and the maximum spatial QRS-magnitude in three height subgroups. The amplitude

difference between the shortest and the tallest subgroup was statistically significant
(p<0.005) in the cases of vector magnitude and the z-component.

Tables 7 .3 and 7.4 show that the effects of age and height on the VMCG ampli-
tudes are parallel in men. This can be at least partly due to the intercorrelation
r: -0.352 between age and height seen in Table 2.3. This confusing effect of age on

the amplitudes is partially eliminated in Table 7.6 illustrating the mean maximum QRS-
amplitudes as a function of height in three age subgroups. It shows that in most cases

the highest amplitudes were again observed in the tallest subjects independently of the

age group even if the predictive value of height was weakened.

7.2.4 Correlations with weight

The correlation coefhcients in Table 7.1 showed that body weight had a minor
effect on the VMcc-measurements only in women. Table 7.7 shows the effect of
weight on the maximum QRS-amplitudes in women. The greatest mean maximum x-
amplitudes and spatial vector magnitudes were observed in the heaviest women. In
contrast, the mean maximum y-amplitude decreased with increasing body weight. The

significance level of these differences in the maximum amplitudes between the weight
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Table 7.5 Mean maximum QRS-magnitudes in three height subgroups of 192 normal
men,

1.6

1.4

1.2

1

o.8

0.6

o.4

o.2

0
Max QRSx Max QRSy Max QRSz

Measurement

lllTllTlJll rog-rzs cm ffi rzo-1er cm ffi r82-zo1 cm

subgroups was lower than that of the body height in men.

When Tables 7 .3 and 7 .6 are compared one can recognize that the effects of age

and weight on the VMCG amplitudes are opposile to each other in women. A possible

reason could again be the strong intercorrelation of these two variables: the body
weight was cleady greater in older than in younger females (r:0.432). When the

confusing effect of age was partially eliminated by dividing the female material into
two age groups, dependence of the amplitudes on weight disappeared in women
younger than 55 years. In women older than 54 years the dependence of the maximum

QRS-magnitudes was strengthened, as can be seen in Table 7.8.

7.2.5 Correlations with chest dimensions

A large number of VMCG measurements correlated with the dimensions of the
chest, particularly in women. The highest correlation coefhcients were found only
between the amplitudes of the y-component and the chest dimensions, whereas the
amplitudes of the x- and z-components did not depend on the chest dimensions. The
trends of the decreasing maximum QRS-amplitudes of the y-component with increasing
sagittal and transverse dimensions of the chest are shown in Table 7.9 for women. In
men these correlations were slightly weaker than in women. These trends :ue very
similar to the effect of age and weight on the amplitudes, which was to be expected
because of their strong intercorrelation. In women younger than 55 years the

Max QRSm
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Table 7.6 Mean maximum QRS-magnitudes in three height subgroups and in three
age subgroups of 192 normal men.

Whole male group 21-39 years 40-54 yeare 55-78 year8

Group

llTllTlJITl 169-rz5 cm ffi rzo-rsr cm ffi rgz-2or cm

Table 7.7 Mean maximum QRS-magnitudes in three weight subgroups of 94 normal
women.

I

o.8

o.6

0.4

o.2

o
Max QRSx Max QRSy Max QRSz Max QRSm

Measurement

llillTTTTlllz-ol<s ffi oz-os rg ffi zo-go rg

uAm
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correlation was still very strong, while in the older women the correlation was

weakened.
Because of the changes in the QRS-amplitudes of the y-component with respect

to chest dimensions in women, the QRS-axis shifted to the right and cranially when the

diameter of the chest increased. This trend was also similar to the effects of body

weight and age.

7.2.6 Total effect of constitutional variables on the variations in \MCG

The influence of sex on the variation range of the VMCG was evaluated by

studying the changes in the coefficients of variation. The mean normal values and the

standard deviations were compared in the whole population and separately in the male

and female subjects. Table 7.10 shows these changes in the coefficient of variation for
the maximum QRS-amplitudes. The coefficient of variation in the mean maximum

QRS-magnitude decreased ftom 42% in the whole population to 36% when the

population was divided into male and female subgroups.

Table 7.8 Maximum spatial QRS-magnitudes in three weight subgroups and in two
age subgroups of 94 normal women.

Whole female group Females 18-54 years Females 55-78 years
Group

illlTlllillcz-or r<g ffi oz-os xs ffitrzo-go rs

uAm
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Table 7.9 Regression equations of the maximum QRS-amplitudes of the y-

component with the sagittal and transverse diarneters of thc chest, the correlation

coefficients (r), and the significances of the correlations (p) in 94 women.

V}{cc-amplitude
PAm2

Women (n=94)
uax. QRsy-amPL. =
Max. QRSY-amPI. =

Regres6ion equation

O.92 - 0.028'csD (cm)
1.06 - 0.025'cTD (cm)

-0.35? <0.001
-0.450 <0.000s

csD = sagittal diameter of chest; cTD=transveree diameter of chest

Table 7.10 Coefficients of variation of the maximum QRS-magnitudes in the whole

population and in the maie and female sub-groups.

Coefficient of variation (o/o)

40

30

10

Max QRSx Max QBSy Max QRSX Max QRSm Max

Measurement
Tm

fl whole group llllrl yale group lilll"ill Female group
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The combined effects of age and constitutional variables on the variation of the

normal VMCG were studied by means of slepwise multiple regression analysis. The

coefficient of multiple determination @2) describes what fraction of variation in the

dependent variable can be explained by the joint effect of the explanatory variables.

Table 7.11 shows the coefficients of multiple determination of the maximum QRS-
amplitudes. In the whole population, 30% of the variation in the mean maximum QRS-
vector magnitude could be explained by the joint effect of the constitutional variables

of the body. When the effect of sex was eliminated the proportion of variance due to

the regression was decreasd to 15% in men and 23Vo in women. The corresponding

percentages in the variation of the maximum T-vector magnitude were 39% in the

whole group, 30% in men and 26% in women.

Table 7.12 shows the relative importance of each constitutional variable in
predicting the maximum QRS-amplitudes. When the population was examined as a

whole, height and age were found to be the major determinants of the variability. Both

in men and in women, age was the most important factor. The contribution of the other

predictor variables to the variation was minimal because of their strong interrelation

with age.

Table 7.11 Coeffrcient of multiple determination of the maximum QRS-amplitudes
in the whole normal population and in the male and female subgroups.

Max QRSx Max QRSy Max QRSz Max QRSm Max Tm

Measurement

l-*l whole group f-_l Male group Fllial gsrn3ls gyesp

o.5

o.4

Coefficient of multiple determination
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Table 7.12 Relative importance of various constitutional variables in the forming of
the coefficients of multiple determination of the maximum QRS-amplitudes in the

male and female sub-groups.

Max. QRSx-amplitude Max. QRSy-amplitude

Max. QRSz-amplitude

Male Female

Group
Male Female

Group

Max. QRS-magnitude

Coefficient of determinationO.4,-

0.

0.

Male

Group

Coefficient of determination
v.+

Coefficient of determination

NNN lse
El.-i:lllil 11666ysr-ss

n
diamffi

Height

Sagittal diam.

%" wergnt
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7.3 CORRELATIONS OF VECG PARAMETERS WITH CONSTITUTIONAL
VARIABLES

The correlation coefhcients of VECG parameters with constitutional variables

were studied in a limited material composed of 183 normal subjects (106 male and74
female subjects). In this material sex of the subjects was found to be the only
statistically signihcant determinant of VECG amplitudes. In men the maximum QRS-
magnitudes were 14% and T-vector magnitudes 44% la4er than in women. The

corresponding values in the VMCG were 64% and 86%, showing that in this material

the effect of sex was more noticeable in the VMCG than in the VECG. The

correlations of VECG measurements with age and constitutional variables were

observed to be less significant than those of VMCG measurements.

7.4 SI]MMARY OF CHAPTER 7

In this chapter the correlations between 48 VMCG parameters and six non-

cardiac variables were analyzed. The explanatory variables were sex and age of the

subjects, body height and weight, and sagittal and transverse diameter of the chest. Age
and body height were found to be the most important single factors affecting the

VMCG parameters in normal men. The amplitudes decreased when age increased and

height decreased, which was partly due to the strong negative intercorrelation between

age and height. The decreasing trend of the amplitudes with age was more prominent
in the VMCG than in the VECG. In women statistically significant correlations of
many VMCG parameters were found with age, body weight and chest dimensions.

However, because of the strong intercorrelation between weight and chest dimensions,

their effects were not independent. The dependence of the VMCG amplitudes on age

of the subjects was in women much weaker than in men.

The effect of sex on the VMCG amplitudes was prominent in the younger

population but with increasing age differences in the amplitudes between the two sexes

vanished. The combined effect of sex, age and the constitutional variables of the body

on the variation ranges of the normal VMCG was prominent. Up to about 40% of the

variation in certain VMCG parameters could be explained by these non-cardiac factors.
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8.1

Chapter 8

VN4CG IN VARIOUS HEART DISEASES

INTRODUCTION

The various pathological conditions of the heart have been the ol.rject of very
intensive research in magnetocardiography in recent years (Siltanen, 1989). Magnetic
freld mapping has been widely used in enhancing the clinical value of MCG in several

heart diseases (Fujino et al., 1984; Mori et al., 1988; Nakaya et al., 1989; I:.nt et al.,
1990a). I-ocalization of current sources in the myocardium (Fenici et al., 1989;

Miikijairvi et al., 1989) has proved to be a promising application of the MFM
technique, as described in Chapter 1.

Typical waveforms of the VMCG and the clinical value of VMCG in various

heart disease classes have been studied in many reports by Oja et al. (1985; 1988a;

1988b; 1990; 1991). These abnormal groups comprise myocardiai infarctions,
ventricular hypertrophies and various types ofconduction defects. The results presented

in this chapter are based on these studies.

The main purpose of this chapter is to assess the normal iimits of the VMCG,
as established in Chapters 6-7, in distinguishing between normal and abnormal cases.

The specifrcity of a test and consequently its diagnostic performance are essentially

dependent on the normal limits of the measurement parameters. A general feature in
the distributions of several parameters is that they overlap between the normal and

abnormal cases, the degree of overiapping being dependent on the variation ranges of
a parameter in the various cases. The assessment of the normal limits of the VMCG is

made in various abnormal cases by investigating the most characteristic changes from
the normal values in the VMCG signais caused by various heart diseases. These

changes in VMCG are also compared to those in the VECG. Comparison of the

parameters between normal and abnormal cases is based on their group-mean values

and on the statistical signihcance of differences between these mean values. In each

comparison the normal control group consisted of only those normal subjects who were

within the same age range as the patients.

8.2 \MCG IN MYOCARDIAL INFARCTIONS

Ant ero s eptal infarct io n

Figure 8.1a shows the mean QRS-complex of the VMCG recorded in 40
patients with anteroseptal infarction, compared with the mean normal QRS-complex.
Figure 8.1b presents the same data for the VECG. The statistical signifrcance of the
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Figure 8.1 (a) Mean QRS-complex of the VMCG in 40 patients with AMI (solid
lines) compared with the mean normal QRS-complex (dashed lines) in the x-, y- and
z-components, and (b), the corresponding data of the VECG. The symbols denote
the level of the statistical significance of the difference in the mean instantaneous
amplitude values between the normal and abnormal case.

differences in the mean instantaneous amplitudes between the normal and abnormal

cases is depicted by means of the three symbols above the horizontal axes.
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In the VMCG, prominent changes produced by AMI can be found in every
component during the initial QRS-complex. In the x-component the small positive
deflection (r-wave) was absent in AMI, resulting in a more negative initial wave than
normal (p < 0.01). The most signif,rcant change in the x-component was the decrease in
the absolute mid-QRS-amplitudes, which were on average only about 40% of the mean

normal amplitudes (p<0.0001). This decrease is partly due to the prominent positive
deflection (R'-wave) that occurred in about one third of the patients.

In the y-component of the QRs-complex the small negative initial deflection (Q-
wave) was more frequent in AMI than in the normal case (p<0.005). The decrease in
the mean mid-QRS-amplitudes with about 40 % of the mean nonnal amplitudes was

only almost significant (p<0.05). The most characteristic change produced by AMI
was found in the initial QRS-complex of the z-component: the initial negative
deflection (Q-wave) was attenuated or completely absent in patients with AMI, result-
ing in a very signifrcant difference (p<0.0001) in the mean initial amplitudes
compared with the normal case.

In the vector presentation the changes in the initial QRS-vectors due to AMI
were found in the frontal and sagittal planes, where the initial inferior vectors were
absent. In the sagittal plane the maximal magnetic QRS-vector pointed in a more supe-
rior direction than in the normal case (p<0.05), and the mean maximum ampiitude
was slightly decreased (p<0.05).

' In the VECG, the changes from the normal case caused by AMI were in general
as significant as in the VMCG. A common trend in both cases was the decrease in the
mean instantaneous QRS-amplitudes from the mean normal values.

Infeior infarction

Figure 8.2 shows the mean QRS-complex of the VMCG and the VECG
recorded in 69 patients with inferior myocardial infarction, and the mean QRS-complex
recorded in normal subjects. The differences in the VMCG between the normal case

and IMI were not as striking as between the normal case and AMI. In the x-component
the mean maximum QRS-amplitude was only about ffi % of the mean normal
amplitude (p < 0.0001). Because the positive terminal deflection (r'-wave) was rare, the

terminal phase of the QRS-complex appeared as a slow negative deflection in the
averaged curve.

In the y-component of the VMCG the beginning of the QRS-complex differed
significantly from the normal QRS-complex. The wide interindividual variation resulted
in a mean slow positive wave. The amplitudes of the y-component were attenuated
throughout from the mean normal values. The z-component of the VMCG was least
affected by IMI. The only ståtistically signifrcant difference was the attenuation of the
initial and especially the terminal negative deflections.

In the VECG, the rnost noticeable change from the mean normal curve was
observed in the z-component, the change being very similar to that observed in the x-
component of the VMCG. In the y-component of the VECG the change was similar to
that in the z-component of the VMCG.
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Figure 8.2 (a) Mean QRS-complex of the VMCG in 69 patients with IMI (solid
lines) compared with the mean normal QRS-complex (dashed lines) in the x-, y- and
z-components, and @), the corresponding data of the VECG. The symbols denote
the level of the statistical signifrcance of the difference in the mean instantaneous
amplitude values between the normal and abnormal case.
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8.3 VMCG IN VENTRICULAR IIYPERTROPHIF^S

Lefi venticular hypenrophy

Figure 8.3 shows a comparison between the mean QRS-complexes of the
VMCG and VECG recorded in 15 patients with left ventricular hypertrophy and in
normal subjects. The most striking changes were found in the x- and z-components of
the VMCG, whereas the changes in the y-component were statistically not significant.
The decrease in the mid-QRS-amplitudes of the x-component by about 40% of the
mean normal values was almost significant (p<0.05). Appearance of the positive
terminal deflection @'-wave) in the x-component was a very significant characteristic
of LVH.

The most prominent change in the VMCG produced by LVH occurred in the z-
component, where the initial and terminal negative deflections (Q-wave and S-wave)
were attenuated or absent, and the mid-QRS-amplitudes were increased from the

corresponding mean normal values. The maximum me:m R-amplitude at 50% of the

QRS-duration was about 1.5 times greåter than the corresponding meån normal value
(p<0.0001).

LVH resulted in slight changes in the maximum P-, QRS- and T-vector
magnitudes. The maximum spatial P-magnitude (0.11 pAm2) was slightly increased

from the mean normal value (p<0.05). The slight increase by about l5Vo in the mean

maximum QRS-vector magnitude from the mean normal value is not signifrcant.
In the VECG, the initial amplitudes in LVH were within normal limits in all the

components. The most signifrcant change in the QRS-complex was observed in the x-
component, where the mean instantaneous amplitudes in LVH were about twice those

in the normal case. In the y-mmponent of the VECG the changes from the normal
were less significant than the corresponding changes in the z-component of the VMCG.

Septal hypenrophy

Figure 8.4 depicts the mean QRS-complex of the VMCG and VECG in six
patients with septal hypertrophy. In the VMCG, the x- and y-components of the QRS-
complex were only slightly changed from the corresponding mean normal curves. The
decrease in the absolute amplitudes in the x-component and the increase in the y-
component were statistically significant. The most sensitive lead in detecting the
changes caused by SH was the Z-lead, where the differences in the instantaneous QRS-
amplitudes compared with the mean normal amplitudes were very significant during
l0%-25V0 and 60%-80Va of the QRs-duration.

In the VECG, statistically significant changes from normal were absent during
the initial phase of the QRS-complex. In contrast, the changes caused by SH during the
second half of the QRS-complex were more noticeable in the VECG than in the
VMCG.
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Figure 8.3 (a) Mean QRS-complex of the VMCG in 15 patients with LVH (solid
lines) compared with the mean normal QRS-complex (dashed lines) in the x-, y- and
z-components, and (b), the corresponding data of the VECG. The symbols denote

the level of the statistical signifrcance of the difference in the mean instantaneous
amplitude values between the normal and abnormal case.
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Figure 8.4 (a) Mean QRS-complex of the VMCG in six patients with SH (solid
lines) compared with the mean normal QRS-complex (dashed lines) in the x-, y- and
z-components, and (b), the corresponding data of the VECG. The symbols denote
the level of the statistical significance of the difference in the mean instantaneous
amplitude values between the normal and abnormal case.
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Figure 8.5 (a) Mean QRS-complex of the VMCG in one patient with RVH (solid
lines) compared with the mean normal QRS-complex (dashed lines) in the x-, y- and
z-components, and (b), the corresponding data of the VECG.

Ri ght v ent ricular hy p e n roplty

Figure 8.5 shows the QRS-complex of the VMCG and VECG in a parient with
right ventricular hypertrophy which was caused by a diseased mitral valve that had
been replaced with a prosthesis. This patient's VECG had very typical QRS loops of
type C RVH.
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Figure 8.5 shows that enlargement of the right ventricle mass augmented the
initial QRS-amplitudes in the x- and y-components of the vMCG. In contrast to these
changes, the QRs-amplitudes were diminished from the mean normal values in the z-
component, which may be due to the canceling effect of the increased electrical activity
in the right ventricle.

In the VECG, the initial amplitudes were not increased from the mean normal
values. The sharp decrease in the mid-QRS-amplitudes of the y-component was very
similar to that observed in the z-component of the VMCG.

E.4 VMCG IN CARDIAC CONDUCTION DEFECTS

Lefi bundle branch block

Figure 8.6 shows the mean QRS-complex of the VMCG and VECG in five
patients with left bundle branch block and in normal subjects. The time scaie is
normalized with respect to the normal QRS-duration. In the VMCG, the shapes of the
x- and y-components of the QRS-complex varied between the patients. The most fre-
quent morphology of the x-component was a main positive deflection. The y-
component might be entirely positive or the positive initial wave might be followed by
a negative wave. The most typical feature, i.e. an entirely positive deflection, created
by LBBB was found in the z-component of the QRS-complex.

In the VECG, the changes from the mean normal QRS-complex caused by
LBBB did not correlate at all with the changes observed in the VMCG, indicating that
VMCG and VECG detect the changes in the activation sequence caused by LBBB in
very different ways.

Right bundle branch block

Figure 8.7 shows the mean QRS-complex of the VMCG and VECG in five
patients with right bundle branch block. The initial phase of the QRS-complex
corresponding to activation of the left septum and ventricle was roughly normal in all
patients. The delayed depolarization of the right ventricular wall resulted in a slow
negative terminal deflection in the z-component of the QRS-complex, having a
counterpart in the y-component of the vECG. In the x- and y-components the terminal
deflection could be either positive or negative.

Left anteior hemiblock

Figure 8.8 compares the mean QRS-complex of the VMCG and VECG
recorded in 14 patients with left anterior hemiblock and in normal subjects. The most
typical changes in the vMCG created by LAHB appeared in the x-component of the

QRS-complex. Change in the activation of the anteroseptal area of the myocardium was
manifest in the x- and z-components in the initial phase of the eRS-complex. The
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Figure 8.6 (a) Mean QRS-complex of the VMCG in five patients with LBBB (solid
lines) compared with the mean normal QRS-complex (dashed lines) in the x-, y- and
z-components, and @), the corresponding data of the VECG.

initial positive wave was very infrequent in the x-component, resulting in a statistically
very significant difference in the mean initial amplitudes between LAHB and the

normal case. In the z-component, the Q-wave was absent or attenuated. When aboul
one third of the QRs-duration had elapsed, the normal negative deflection in the x-
component was intemrpted by a positive terminal deflection, resulting in very

o.4
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significant differences in the mean instantaneous amplitudes between LAHB and the

normal case.

The changes in the VECG caused by LAHB correlated with those observed in

the VMCG. Moreover, the significance level of these changes was ir the VECG
slightly greater than in VMCG.
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Figure 8.7 (a) Mean QRS-complex of the VMCG in five patients with RBBB (solid
lines) compared with the mean normal QRS-complex (dashed lines) in the x-, y- and
z-components, and @), the corresponding data of the VECG. The symbols denote
the level of the ståtistical signif,rcance of the difference in the mean instantaneous
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8.5 SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 8

In this chapter, the normal VMCG material, described in Chapters 6-7, was
applied as a reference material in assessing characteristic changes in the VMCG caused
by various classes of cardiac disorders compared with the normal case. The
corresponding analysis was performed on the VECG measurements. The VMCG
showed in every heart diseåse group investigated characteristic features in comparison
to the normal case.

In AMI, the most significant changes in the VMCG from the mean normal
signal appeared in the x- and z-components during the initial phase of the QRS-
complex, whereas IMI created the most significant changes in the y-component. LVH
and SH caused partly similar and partly different changes from the normal curves. In
a patient with RVH the initial QRS-amplitudes in the x- and y-components were
noticeåbly augmented. LBBB was most clearly recognized from a entirely positive

QRS-complex in the z-component. In RBBB the delayed activation of the right ventricle
created profound slow S-waves in the y- and z-components. LAHB was recognized
from the prominent R-wave in the x-component.

A comparison with the characteristic changes observed in the VECGs caused by
various heart diseases showed that the VMCG and the VECG contain partially
redundant and partially unique information about the changes in the electric activity of
the heart. Partially redundant information was observed between the VMCG x-
component and the VECG z-component as well as befween the VMCG z-component
and the VECG y-component in cases of AMI, IMI, LVH, SH, RBBB, and LAHB.
Partially unique information in the VMCG was observed generally in the y-component
in all cases. Moreover, in several abnormal cases most significant changes from the
normal case were observed at different phases of the QRS-complex in the VMCG and
VECG. In RVH, for instance, the initial amplitudes were augmented only in the
VMCG.
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Chapter 9

DISCUSSION

9.1 BEHAVTOR OF TrrE EQUTVALENT MAGNETIC DIFOLE

Ability of tht equivaleru magnetic dipole to represent thc observed magnetic field

The ability of the simple equivalent magnetic dipole fixed by location to represent

the observed spatial and temporal behavior of the magnetic freld of the heart was

studied experimentally in this thesis. The deviations in the dependence of the observed

cardiac magnetic field on distance from the dipolar one were known from previous

studies (Wikswo, 1975; Nousiainen, et al., 1985c), and the present study confirmed

these earlier observations with a statistically more reliable material of 57 normal men.

Moreover, several interpretations were presented for the deviations from the theoretical

behavior. Aside from any properties of the source current distribution, the distorting

effect of inhomogeneities and the outer boundary may be the most important factor

causing the observed deviations from the solely dipolar behavior of the field. This

viewpoint is supported by many experimental and theoretical studies on the effects of
the volume conductor on the magnetic freld (Hosaka eta7.,19761, Cuffin and Cohen,

1977; Cuffin,1981; Eskola, 1983; Peters et al., 1983; Varpula et al., 1985; Purcell et

al., 1988).

The best-fit location of the equivalent magnetic dipole is in very good accordance

with the observation of Eskola (1983) that the zero sensitivity point of the anterior

unipositional lead system is located in the posterior part of the heart. However, this

asymmetric property of the VMCG leads, even combined with the possible non-dipolar

properties of the current distribution of the cardiac electric sources, is not sufficient to

explain the observed variation of the amplitude dependence on distance between the

normal subjects. The observed wide variability may be due to an incorrect location of
the measurement point with respect to the actual center of the heårt in each individual.

The fixed specifications of the corrected unipositional lead system introduced by

Eskola (1983) could be verified only partially with the normai material of five subjects

in this thesis. Nevertheless, the results presented in Section 3.4 suggest that hxing of
the measurement location of the unipositional recording at the same point on the

anterior chest wall in all individuals regardless of their actual heart position may lead

to a less ideal determination of the equivalent magnetic dipote of the heårt. This idea

is consistent with the attempts to model the volume conductor of the thorax with an

actual rather than typical geometry (van Oosterom and Huiskamp, 1989).
The error between the magnetic.field observed at the points of the frontal plane

grid and the field of the equivalent magnetic dipole recorded with the unipositional lead

system was greåter in the y- and z-directions than in the x-direction. This is consistent
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with the results of theoretical studies (Cuffrn and Cohen, 1977) and experimental

studies with humans and dogs (Varpula et al., 1985; I:ifer et d., 1986), showing that

the boundary of the volume conductor has a considerable effect on the y- and z-

components of the magnetic field. In contrast, the effect of the boundaries on the field
component perpendicular to the frontal plane has been found to be negligible in front
of the heart but increasing toward the margins of the thorax (Varpula et al., 1985;

Leifer et al., 1986).

Angle between thc equivalent magnctic and electic dipoles

The results concerning the mean angle between the equivalent electric and

magnetic dipoles of the heart detected in this study in 170 normal subjects confirm the

results of previous studies (I-eifer et al., 1981; Nousiainen et al., 1985a). The results

suggest that the electric and magnetic dipoles are closely related but that the

relationship depends on the activation sequence. The strong interdependence of MCG
and ECG has been conhrmed recently by van Oosterom et al. (1990) who demonstrated

the validity of the uniform double layer model and the importance of modeling the

volume conductor of the thorax with a tailored geometry. The deviations in the

instantaneous mean angles from the theoretical relationship predicted by the uniform
double-layer model were strongest during the initial phase of the QRS-complex, which
may be related with the non-dipolar current sources of the heart.

The shift of the instantaneous angles closer to the value of 9tr when the
measurement distance of the unipositional VMCG recording was increased showed that

the deviation from the theoretical perpendicularity of the v@tors was partly a result of
the unideality of the lead fields of the unipositional lead system. The effects of the

Frank VECG lead system on the angle should also be evaluated because recent results

have indicated unidealities also in this lead system (Hyttinen, 1989). The main reason

for the wide variability in the angle during the initial and terminal phases of the QRS-
complex may be the effect of the non-dipolarity of the source in the heart, resulting in
the observed random declination from the theoretical 9CP angle. This hypothesis is in
good agreement with the relatively small variabiliry observed in the middle of the QRS-
complex, when the electrical sources of the heart are assumed to be at their most

dipolar.

Magnitude analysis between the WCG and the VECG

Comparative analysis of the spatial magnitudes was applied between VMCG and

VECG in order to evaluate their spatial sensitivities to the current sources of the heart.
The magnitude analysis of the 170 normal VMCGs and VECGs showed clearly that the

initial QRS-magnitudes that represent predominantly radial forces of the heart were
larger in VECG whereas the magnitudes during the terminal, more or less tangential
activation phase were larger in VMCG with respect to the maximum spatial magnitudes
of the mid-QRS-complex. These results support the theoretical differcnce in the

sensitivities of the VECG and VMCG leads to the radial and tangential cunent sources
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of the heart (Plonsey, 1972;Malmivuo, 1976).

Nelson et al. (1972) demonstrated quantitatively the sensitivity of the VECG lead

system to the radial and tangential current sources of the heart. They showed with dog

experiments that the augmentation of the initial amplitudes due to an increase in the

blood conductivity was related with the spread of the excitation mainly in the radial

direction, while the attenuation of the terminal amplitudes could be explained by the

tangential direction of the excitation. The results of Durrer et al. (1970) with isolated

normal human hearts support also the assumption that more or less tangential currents

exist in the heart during the terminal phase of the QRS-complex. The differences in the

ratio of the instantaneous terminal magnitude to the initial magnitude in the VMCG and

the VECG may reflect differences in the spatial sensitivities of the electric and

magnetic lead systems to the radial initial and tangential forces of the heart. Nelson et

al. estimated that in order to correct the effect of intracardiac blood the initial and

middle QRS-magnitudes in VECG should be divided by about 3 and2.5, respectively,

and the terminal QRS-magnitudes multiplied by about 1.25.

A VMCG lead system having ideal lead fields in the cardiac region is immune to

the effects of centric intracardiac blood mass (Malmivuo, 1976) and should reflect the

magnitudes of the electrical activity of the heart corrected for the Brody effect rather

than the distorted magnitudes. If the data obtained with dogs are comparable with

humans, correction of the QRS-magnitudes in VECG results in a magnitude ratio that

is almost four times greater than the observed ratio. This corrected ratio differs clearly

from that observed in VMCG, which indicates that the unipositional VMCG lead

system may also be affected by intracardiac blood in a very similar way to the VECG

lead system or else the tangential currents are minimal in the human heart also during

the terminal phase of the QRs-complex. The first conclusion is in accordance with the

asymmetrical properties of the unipositional Y- and Z-leads @skola, 1983). If the latter

conclusion is correct then the higher terminal VMCG amplitudes may be due mostly to

the increase in the sensitivity of magnetic leads with increasing radial distance from the

symmetry axis (Malmivuo, 1976). The actual effect of intracardiac blood mass on

VMCG should also be demonstrated experimentally.
The magnitude analysis performed between VMCG and VECG in various heart

disorders verihed the differences in the spatial sensitivities of VMCG and VECG

reported previously @arry et al., 1977; Oja et al., 1988a). In cases of a complete

block of the dght or left branch of the conduction system the right and left ventricles

are activated partially separately. In LBBB the initial phase of the activation sequence

corresponds to the almost normal depolarization of the septum and right ventricle
whereas the terminal phase is affected by the delayed activation of the left ventricle. In
RBBB the delayed activation of the right ventricle can be distinguished in the initial
phase of the QRs-complex. In LBBB the initial magnitudes were larger in VMCG than

in VECG in respect to the maximum QRS-magnitudes while in RBBB the relative
terminal magnitudes were clearly larger in VMCG than in VECG. These differences

may be associated with the greater spatial sensitivity of the VMCG leads to the

activation of the right ventricle, located anatomically in the anterior region of the heart

where the spatial sensitivities of the VMCG leads are maximal @skola, 1983). The
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augmentation of the QRS-magnitudes associated with the activation of the right
ventricle may also be due to the more tangential spread of the excitation in the right
ventricle (van Dam and Janse, 1989).

9.2 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE vIlfCG RECORDINGS

Correction of the VMCG amplirudes with respect to dffirew tncasurement distances

The increase observed in the variation of the VMCG amplitudes as a consequenc€
of the correction with respect to the measurement distance was contrary to the initial
expechtion that the variability of the vMCG amplitudes would be reduced. In a
homogeneous material this would be true but in the heterogeneous material studied in
this thesis other factors like age and sex in addition to the measurement distance
confuse the measurement of the vMcG amplitudes. The correction of the VMCG
amplitudes had several important effects on the relative amplitudes between the
different groups. Firstly, when the effect of the systematically varied measurement
distance on the amplitudes was eliminated, the difference in the amplitudes between
younger and older men increased. secondly, the correction of the amplitudes with
respect to distance eliminated the systematic error in amplitudes between men and
women caused by the slightly greater measurement distance from the chest wall in
women. Thirdly, the measurement distance varied in the population between about 110
mm and 140 mm from the estimated center of the heart. Over this distance of about 30
mm the magnetic field of the magnetic dipole attenuates to about half its value unless
the effect of the distance is taken into consideration.

The method of correction of the VMCG amplitudes with respect to measurement
distance was based on empirical data about the dependence of cardiac magnetic field on
distance. The observed dependence of the magnetic fleld on distance near the anterior
chest wall implied that the equivalent magnetic dipole should be determined with
respect to a point located posteriorly in the heart. However, it is more convenient to
determine the magnetic dipole moment of the heårt with respect to the geometrical
center of the volume source, which is in principle possible to do by increasing the
measurement distance but in practice is not because of the decreasing S/N ratio. This
discrepancy between the ideal and the actual case can be avoided by calculating the
magnetic dipole moment with Equation 2.3 which is based on empirical data rather
than with Equation 2.2 describing the theoretical dependence of magnetic field
amplitude of magnetic dipole on distance.

Effect of misplacement of thz detector

Errors in placement of the chest electrodes are common in routine recording of
the ECG (willems et al., 1972), reducing the reliability of the recording in the
precordial leads and in the X- and Y-leads of the Frank lead system. A drawback of
the unipositional VMCG lead system in this respect is that misplacement of the detector
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poses problems in all three orthogonal leads. Obesity of a patient does not cause

problems in VMCG whereas in ECG the placement of the chest electrodes may pose

some problems especially in obese wornen (Willems et al., 19"12).

The effect of an error of 15 mm in the placement of the detector resulted in
statistically significant changes in the amplitude measurements in all three component

leads of the unipositional lead system. Because allerations in the amplitudes in the

different leads were dependent on the direction of the detector movement, this problem

is diffrcult to evaluate quantitatively. The coefficients of variation of the mean values

of the amplitudes measured in the five locations offer some meåns of quantitative

assessment to deal with the problem. The mean coeffrcients of variation between the

ten subjects for the x-, y- and z-amplitudes were2l%,41% and27%, respe*tlely,
showing that the X-lead is relatively the least sensitive and the Y-lead the most

sensitive to error in the positioning of the detector. Simonson et al. (1965) reported

very similar coefficients of variation of the R-wave amplitude in the VECG Y-lead in
four subjects as a result of displacement of the electrodes by 1-2 cm to those observed

in this study for the unipositional X-lead. Berson et al. (1978) tested alternative

electrode locations in the Frank system, observing signifrcant changes in the VECG as

a result of displacement of the chest electrodes.

Repea variation in VMCG

Repeated meåsurements in VMCG showed variabilities in the amplitudes that

were comparable to the corresponding day-to-day variabilities observed in VECG
(Willems et aJ., 1972; Cawood et al., 1974) despite some methodological differences

between the studies. Willems et aL. (1972) showed that the coefficient of variation in
the three orthogonal leads was on average about 15 % and in the maximum QRS-vector
magnitude about 10% in recordings with unmarked electrode positions. The variation
could be reduced considerably by using marked rather than unmarked electrode
positions. These results are very similar to the repeat variation observed in this work.
The repeat variability with detector location marked on the skin was roughly on the

same order of magnitude as the beat-to-beåt variability that was caused mainly by the

noise in the VMCG signal. When the interval between consecutive recordings

increased, the intraindividual variability of the VMCG parameters also increased

because the number of possible error factors increased. Analysis of the reliability of the

VMCG measurements showed that when the level of the signal amplitude was low
during the P- and T-waves and during the initial and terminal phases of the QRS-
complex, the greatest fraction of the total variability resulted from error sources of
measurement technical origin. During the mid QRS-complex when the S/N ratio was

in general adequate, the fraction of the technical variability in the total variability
between normal subjects was about 20Vo . Thus improvement of the signal quality is the
most important way of improving the reliability of the VMCG measurements.

Additional improvement may be gained if special attention is paid to the accurate
placement of the detector.
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Effects of respiration on the WCG and WCG

The effects of respiration were found to be comparable in VMCG and VECG,
which confirms the results presented by Wikswo (1975). The only exception was the
more significant change in the VECG induced by full expiration in the form and

direction of the QRs-loops in the sagittal and transverse planes. Movement of the heart
during respiration with respect to the electrodes attached to the chest surface accounts

for a large part of the respiration-induced changes in the ECG (Flaherty etal., 1967),

In contrast to the ECG, respiratory effects in the recording of the MCG may be less

because there is less absolute shifting of the heart with respect to a fixed detector.

9.3 BEHAVIOR OF TIIE NORMAL AND ABNORMAL YllICGs

Representaiveness of the narmal limits of VMCG

The purpose of studying the normal VMCG is to establish normal ranges for
distinguishing between normal and abnormal subjects. Simonson (1974) has proposed
three main requisites for determination of valid normal limits. They are adequate

sample size, representative sample composition and adequate statistical evaluation.
According to Simonson the minimum sample size should be several hundred, especially
if the sample contains both men and women. In this respect the material consisting of
286 normal subjects analyzed in this study is inadequate. However, research on magne-

tocardiography is still in a state of development and has not yet become established as

a clinical method. Consequently the materials are still smaller compared to the

materials in electrocardiology but they are constantly increasing. The normal VMCG
material presented in this study is the hrst substantial contribution in that direction.
Sample composition is an important requisite because the sample should represent the
healthy average population. The normal material in this work consisted of male and
female subjects aged between 18 and 78. A drawback in the material was that the
distributions of the subjects according to age were not equal, but it was necessary to
find male and female subjects belonging to a large variefy of age groups. Another
drawback was the limited source of the subjects. Although the material included
representatives of many professions there was a lack of male and female manual
workers.

Verification of the normal subjects was a problem because the number of clinicat
investigations was limited by economic and ethical reasons. The recording of their
VECG was the only feasible common investigation for all subjects. Therefore the
subjects were regarded as apparently healthy on the basis of their VECG, history and
mainly clinical examination. An additional difficulty in selecting a normal population
for this study was the inclusion of subjects nearly in their eighties. Also the inclusion
of young men who were physically very fit may be questionable and must be taken into
account when evaluating the normal limits.

The variability of the VMCG parameters between the normal subjecis was
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described by means of standard deviations. If the distribution of the vaiues around the

mean is even, an addition of * 2 standard deviations to the mean can be used to
determine the95% normal limit. However, nearly all VMCG parameters have skewed

distributions so that the normal limits presented in the work were determined from the
percentile distribution of the items. Another problem associated with skewed distri-
butions is involved in the test of statistical significance between the groups. In this
work the Wilcoxon test for matched pairs and Mann-Whittney U statistics for
independent groups were applied to avoid non-normal distributions. However, the

differences in the statistics between these non-parametric tests and the more popular
Student's t test for the normal distributions generally were very small.

The normal iimits were determined for several instantaneous amplitudes in the
scalar leads and for the vector measurements because there is not yet enough detailed
knowledge about the most useful parameters in diagnosing between normal cases and

several cardiac disorders. These parameters are all known in VECG. Particular
emphasis was laid on detailed measurements of instantaneous vectors by normalizing
the P-wave, QRS-complex, ST-segment and T-wave in time in order to eliminate
interindividual variability in the durations of the waves. This method has previously
been applied in computer analysis of VECG @raper et al., l9&; Eddleman and

Pipberger, 1971). In the present study the time normalization was modifred by dividing
the QRs-complex into 20 equal parts in order to ensure a more detailed analysis of the

QRS-complex.

Effecn of constirutional variables on thl WCG

The results concerning the effects of sex, age and constitutional variables were
very similar to those reported in the literature for ECG and VECG even if some

differences also existed @ipberger et aJ., 1967; Simonson, 1972; Ishikawa, 1976;
Macfarlane and I-awrie, 1989). Age was found to be the most important determinant
of the VMCG amplitudes in the present study. However, the decreasing trend of the

VMCG amplitudes with respect to age was not as progressive in the present material
as reported in VECG @ipberger et al., 1967). Especially the maximum spatial QRS-
magnitude was quite constant in men up to the sixth decade of age, whereas in the age
group of over 60 the magnitude decreased by about 40% of that observed in younger
men. This difference is more prominent than reported in VECG.

The effect of sex was more prominent in VMCG than in VECG. In the present

study the mean QRS-amplitudes of the VMCG were in women only about 60% of
those in men, whereas the corresponding fraction in VECG has been found to be about
80% @ipberger et al., 1967; Ishikawa, 1976; Nemati et 

^1., 
1977). The differences in

the VMCG were most prominent between younger men and younger women,
attenuating in the older subjects. In VECG the difference between the sexes tended to
diminish at the age of over 60. For example the maximum QRS-vector magnitude in
VMCG was about 35% greater in men than in women in the youngest age group but
only about 15% greater in the oldest age group. In VECG the corresponding
differences are 22% and 7 % @ipberger et aJ. , 1967; Nemati et aJ. , 1977). A common
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feature for VMCG and VECG was found in that the effect of sex and age was more

prominent during the T-wave than during the QRS-complex. The differences in ECG

between the sexes are assumed to be a result of the differences in the physical fitness

of men and women but this was not sufficient to explain the differences (Macfarlane

and I:wrie, 1989). In the present study physical fitness may play some part because

the male material included several well trained subjects. Also in the group of about 50

policemen physical activity was accentuated.

The present study showed that height and weight of the body have different

effects in men and women on the VMCG amplitudes. In men height was the most

important determinant in VMCG and its effect was parallel with age. This may be due

to the strong intercorrelation between age and height in men. The fact that the mean

QRS-amplitudes were almost constant in the three youngest age groups of men was

associated with the mean values of height, which also remained constant in the same

age groups. In contrast, body weight increased in men up to the fifth decade of age

and decreased in the two oldest age groups. In women the mean height remained

unchanged in the various age groups whereas the mean weight increased progressively

with increasing age. The effect of body weight was very similar to the effect of age:

the amplitudes in the X-lead first decreased and then increased and in the Yleåd
decreased with increasing age and weight.

The effect of the chest dimensions on the VMCG amplitudes was statistically

significant only in the Y-lead, where several instantaneous amplitudes decreased with
increasing chest dimensions in contrast to VECG, where the ratio of the sagittal

diameter to the transverse diameter has been found to be a more important determinant

of the amplitudes @ipberger et al., 1967; Nemati et d., 1977). The decrease only in
the y-amplitudes of the VMCG may be associated with the differences in the

dependence of the amplitudes on meåsurement distance in the three scalar leads, as

shown in Figure 3.2. An increase in the chest dimension leads to the increase in the

measurement distance, which results in a more prominent decrease of the amplitudes

in the Y-lead than in the other two leads. Correction of the amplitudes with respect to

measurement distance underestimales the y-amplitudes compared to the x- utd z-

amplitudes.
The results of this study showed that the normal variation ranges were reduced

especially when the material was divided according to sex. When the whole population

was examined, height was found to be the most important constitutional factor in

predicting the VMCG amplitudes. This is in good accordance with the conclusion of
Ishikawa (1976) who examined the correlation coefhcients of electrocardiographic and

constitutional variables with a similar VECG material. However, because height is of
minor importance in predicting the VMCG amplitudes in the present material as well
as in predicting the VECG amplitudes in studies of Pipberger et al. and Nemati et al.,
it obviously provides redundant information in addition to sex and age.

Correlations between the VMCG and WCG amplitudes

The similarities in the QRS-waveforms observed in the normal subjects and in
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some abnormal cases between the VMCG x-component and the VECG z-component as

well as between the VMCG z-component and the VECG y-component can be

understood in the light of the similarity in the lead fields between the unipositional
VMCG lead system and the Frank VECG lead system, as observed by Eskola (1983).

In contrast, the unipositional Y-lead has no electric counterpart in this respect, which
explains the observed smaller correspondence of the y-amplitudes with the VECG

amplitudes. In the area of the left ventricular wall the lead fields of the VMCG X-lead
and the VECG Z-lead may be nearly parallel, weighting the activation of the left
ventricle with approximately the same transfer functions. The similarity of the QRS-
waveforms in the VMCG Z-lead and the VECG Y-lead may result from a similar
sensitivity of these leads to the anterior forces in the heart. It was surprising to note

that the correlation coefficients of the instantan@us QRS-vector magnitudes between

the VMCG and the VECG were generally smaller than the correlation coefficients
between the component amplitudes mentioned above. This may manifest different
trends of the spatial magnitude of VMCG and VECG with age and sex.

VMCG in vaious heart disordzrs

The main goal in the study of the normal VMCG was to determine the variation
ranges of the signal measured in the healthy population. The normal material described

in this study has proved, despite its shortcomings, to be useful for the comparison

between the normal and abnormal VMCG. The changes from the mean normal VMCG
created by various heart diseases have been summarized in Table 9. i which lists the

statistically significant differences between the normal and abnormal groups. The QRS-
complex is divided into three parts (initial, mid and terminal QRS). The down arrow
denotes a significant change in the instantaneous amplitudes in the negative direction
and the up arrow in the positive direction. The two infarction groups show

characteristic changes in the different components of the QRS-complex, which suggests

that it is possible to classify inferior and anteroseptal infarctions by means of VMCG
(Oja et al., 1991). Recent studies has indicated that IMI creåtes characteristic changes

also in the T-wave (I-ant et al., 1990b; Oja et al., 1991).

It is important to assess normal ranges with respect to variation mnges in cardiac

disorders. The specificity ofa diagnostic criterion describes the fraction of the normals

correctly diagnosed of the total number of normals, whereas the sensitivity of a test

gives the corresponding fraction for abnormal subjects. A specificity of 100% means

that all healthy subjects are diagnosed correctly as normal. Oja et al. (1990) have

reported tentative specifrcity and sensitivity values for these populations of normal
subjects and patients with inferior and anteroseptal infarction. The diagnostic criteria,
optimized to achieve the best diagnostic performance in the test, resulted in specificity
values of almost 90Vo. Brur:use the distributions overlapped for the normal and

abnormal groups, the sensitivity was lower, resulting in the best diagnostic
performance of 77Vo and 71% for anteroseptal and inferior infarction, respectively,
when only one characteristic amplitude change was used as a criterion. These figures
are comparable with those reported for the diagnostic pe.rformance of the VECG.
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Table 9.1 Characteristic changes in the instantaneous amplitudes from the mean

normal values caused by various heart diseases in the VMCG leads' The down

and up iurows denote statistically significant changes of the instantaneous

amplitudes during the initial, mid and terminal QRS-complex from the mean

normal values in the negative and positive directions, respectively.
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The changes in the instantaneous VMCG amplitudes from the mean normal values

were very specifrc also in various ventricular hypertrophies. A comparison with VECG

suggested that left ventricular and septal hypertrophies result in greater changes in

VMCG than in VECG (Oja et al., 1988). In this study the changes in the instantaneous

QRS-vector magnitudes caused by LVH were slightly greater in VECG than in VMCG'
This is consislent with the observations of Fujino et al. (198a) that the diagnostic

performance was similar in MCG and ECG. In septal hypertrophy the initial QRS-
magnitudes were increased more in VMCG than in VECG from the mean normal

values. A VMCG recorded from one patient with RVH differed clearly from the mean

normal VMCG. Although this frnding cannot be generalized, it is supported by the

conclusion of Mori and Nakaya (1988) that MCG has a much better sensitivity than

ECG in the diagnosis of RVH.
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Chapter 10

l.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The main results presented in this thesis can be summarized as follows:

A unique data acquisition and processing syst€m was developed for the

recording and analysis of the VMCG and VECG signals with a personal

computer. The system contains the routines for recording and preprocessing the

three component signals of the VMCG and the VECG, parameler extraction and

waveform detection of the representative heart cycle, management of the patient

and measurement data, as well as statistical analysis of the measurement
parameters in several groups. This system was applied successfully in the

analysis of VMCG and VECG measurements in 450 normal and abnormal

subjects.

The ability of the unipositional lead system to detect the equivalent magnetic

dipole of the electrical activity of the heart was tested by comparing the spatial

behavior of the cardiac magnetic freld with the magnetic freld of a magnetic

dipole. Their analysis in 57 normal male subjects showed that a magnetic dipole
located at a fixed point in the estimated center of the heart could not represent
perfectly the mean behavior of the magnetic field amplitudes as a function of
measurement distance. The best frt between the measured freld and the field of
the fixed magnetic dipole located in the center of the heart was achieved before

and after the instant of the occurrence of the maximal QRS-vector. In contrast,

at the instant of the maximal QRS-vector a much better matching of the

observed field with the theoretical dipole field was obtained when the magnetic

dipole was located on the x-axis on average about 25 mm posteriorly to the

heart center. This location of the equivalent source lends very strong support to

the previous observation that the zero sensitivity point of the anterior
unipositional lead system is not located in the heart center but in the posterior
part of the myocardium. This discrepancy in the location in regard to which the

equivalent dipole is determined can be tempered by increasing the measurement

distance from the skin when more ideal lead fields in the heart region can be

achieved but, this happens at the expense of signal quality.

The properties of the fixed specifications of the corrected unipositional lead

system were studied in five normal subjects. Because of the better matching
with the observed field distribution, it was possible to determine the location of
the unipositional recording individually for each subject, instead of using the
fixed measurement location. As an independent consequence of this unfixed
unipositional recording of the equivalent magnetic dipole moment of the heart,

5.
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interindividual variability decreased in the five normal subjects. This suggests
that interindividual variability in VMCG may be partly due ro the unideality of
the lead system caused by the fixed measurement point with respect to the
heart.

The relationship between the unipositional lead system and the magnetic field
mapping system was studied in three normal subjects. The equivalent magnetic
dipole of the heart recorded with the corrected unipositional lead system was
able to reproduce the general features of the magnetic field measured with the
mapping system. The smallest error between the measured and the calculated
fields was obtained with the x-component, supporting the view that the effect of
the boundaries of the thorax is smallest on the magnetic field component
perpendicular to the anterior frontal plane. The increase in the error when the
measurement location in the frontal plane was shifted further from the heart was
a manifestation of the non-dipolar components in the magnetic field.

The relationship between VMCG and vECG was analyzed in 170 normal and
154 abnormal subjects. The analysis involved the study ofthe angle between the
equivalent magnetic and electric dipoles and the spatial sensitivities of VMCG
and vECG. If the uniform double-layer model of the heart relates the magnetic
and electric signals, then electromagnetic theory requires that the equivalent
electric and magnetic dipoles be perpendicular in a homogeneous spherical
volume conductor. The angle befween the electric and magnetic dipoles was
shown to be clearly dependent on the properties of cardiac current sources and
on the properties of the vMcG lead. The effect of the vECG leads was not
studied. The mean angle between the magnetic and electric dipoles was found
to be very variable in the normal and abnormal subjects during the eRS-
complex and the T-wave. The mean angle between the maximum vectors was
99' t 15'(SD) in the 170 normal subjects. In subjects with abnormal activation
sequences caused by conduction defects, the instantaneous angles differed most
from the mean normal values, whereas myocardial infarctions did not create
any characteristic changes compared to the normal angles. The effect of the
unideality of the vMCG lead on the angle was demonstrated by the shifting of
the instantaneous angles closer to the value of 90. when the VMCG was
measured at a longer distance from the chest wall.

comparative analysis of the instantaneous eRS-vector magnitudes between
VMCG and vECG in 170 normal subjects demonstrated that vECG is more
sensitive to the initial predominantly radial currents of the heart, whereas
VMCG is more sensitive to the terminal more or less tangential currents of the
heart with respect to the peak magnitudes of the mid-eRS. comparison of the
results with the effects of intracardiac blood mass reported in the literature
resulted in the skeptical view that the actual differences in the sensitivities of
VMCG and vECG to radial and tangential currents may not be as drastic as

5.
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expected theoretically or that the direction of the activation wavefront in the

normal human heart is predominantly radial also during the terminal phase of
the QRS-complex. Be that as it may, VMCG showed a signifrcantly greåter

sensitivity than VECG in detecting obvious increase in tangential activation,
especially in abnormalities of the anterior and anteroseptal myocardial areas.

The reliability and the reproducibility of the unipositional VMCG recording

were studied with the normal material. Correction of the VMCG amplitudes

with respect to different individual meåsurement distances influenced the normal
variation ranges and the relative mean amplitudes between younger and older
men and between men and women. The variation observed in repea.ted

recordings of the VMCG, and the effects of displacement of the recording site

on the VMCG amplitudes, suggested that special attention should be paid to
locating the detector at the correct measurement point as accurately as possible.

Improvement of the quality of the VMCG signal was found to be the most

important method in improving the reliability of the measurements in this
particuiar study.

The mean normal VMCG was described and its normal limits were determined

in 286 apparently healthy subjects. This normal material consisted of 192 male

and 94 female subjects ranging in age from 18 to 78 years. The QRS-complex
was studied in the most detail. The analysis of the QRS-waveforms of the scalar

components included the amplitudes and durations of consecutive deflections.

The most common QRS-waveform in the x-component was the negative

deflection which may be preceded and/or followed by a smaller positive

deflection. The y-component appeared most frequently as a biphasic wave

where an initial positive R-wave was followed by a negative S-wave. In the

majority of the normal subjects the z-component displayed a triphasic qRs-

pattern. In the vectorial display the main direction of the magnetic dipole was

in the superior, posterior and left-hand direction. The mean values and normal
variation ranges of several VMCG parameters are listed in Appendix A.

A comparative analysis between the normal VMCG and the normal VECG was

performed with a material of 175 healthy subjects. In this material the normal
limits of the amplitude measurements were higher in VMCG than in VECG. In
contrast, variability in the direction of the maximal vector was similar in
VMCG and VECG. The strong correlations of several instantaneous amplitudes

and the similarities of the QRS-waveforms between the VMCG X-lead and the

VECG Z-lead as well as between the VMCG Z-lead and the VECG Ylead
were indications of redundance in the VMCG and VECG signals, deduced from
the similarities in the actual shapes of the VMCG and VECG lead fields.

The effects of sex, age and constitutional variables on the normal VMCG were

studied in 286 healthy subjects. Age was found to be the most important single

9.
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determinant of the normal VMCG. The differences in the VMCG amplitudes

between male and femaie subjects were very significant in the age groups below

50. In the oldest age group the amplitude differences between the sexes

diminished. The effects of sex and age were more prominent on the amplitudes

of the T-wave than on those of the QRS-complex. The age and sex trends of the

amplitudes in VMCG were mostly very similar to those in VECG, but the

signihcance levels of the differences between the subgroups were higher in

VMCG than in VECG. The effects of height in men and weight in women on

the VMCG were parallel with the effects of age. Especially the effect of height

on the VMCG, prominent in the mixed group, was almost eliminated when the

material was subdivided into the male and female groups. The normal variation

ranges of the VMCG paramet€rs were reduced when the material was divided

according to sex. The combined effect of age and constitutional variables on the

variation of the normal VMCG was studied by means of stepwise multiple

regression analysis. The proportion in the normal variability of the VMCG

amplitudes attributable to the joint effect of age and constitutional variables

varied in men and women and was maximum for the peak T-vector magnitude.

In men up to 30% of the variation in the maximum T-vector magnitude could

be explained by the joint effect of the explanatory variables. It may be

concluded that it is necessarily to apply different normal limits for male and

female subjects in clinical studies of VMCG. Mor@ver, the age of male

subjects should also be considered.

The variation ranges of the normal VMCG parameters assessed, and the

characteristic changes in VMCG created by cardiac disorders, were studied in
154 patients with various types of heart disease. In every abnormal group

statistically very significant changes in the instantaneous amplitudes from the

mean normal values were found, indicating that the statistical behavior of the

normal VMCG does not impose a limitation on further clinical VMCG
research. The specifrc changes in VMCG caused by anteroseptal and inferior
myocardial infarctions suggest that VMCG can improve the classification

accuracy between these two frequent types of infarction.

In the course of this study, the earlier views about the benefits and drawbacks

of the anterior unipositional lead system were confirmed. Its good

reproducibility and easy use are characteristic technical features of this lead

system, and they have made routine VMCG research with hundreds of subjects

possible. Theoretically, the equivalent magnetic dipole determined with the

VMCG lead system is a frrst-order model for the electrical activity of the heart,

but it can also represent the main characteristics of the observed magnetic field
of the heart. From the bioelectric point of view this simple model is

theoretically at the same level of complexity as an equivalent current dipole,
which makes comparison between VMCG and VECG appropriate. The

statistical description of the behavior of the VMCG in the normal population

t2.
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provides a normal reference for further research on the clinical performance of
VMCG. Moreover, the characteristic changes in the VMCG signal created by
several cardiac disorders suggest that VMCG, even on its own and especially

in combination with VECG, can improve the diagnostic accumcy of various

heart diseases.

From among the drawbacks of MCG the proximity effect and the distorting
effect of the boundaries are common to all present MCG lead systems and not

found only in the unipositional lead systrem. To a certain extent these effects

bring a distorting element to the detection of the magnetic dipole of the heart

with the anterior unipositional lead system and so limit the information content

that would be obtainable with an ideal lead. To avoid the limitations of the

unipositional lead system, observed also in this study, it is necessary to develop

a symmetrical VMCG lead that has a more ideal sensitivity disribution in the

region of the heart by properly combining the anlerior and posterior recordings

of the cardiac magnetic field. This is a challenging goal for the development of
the instrumentation and the measurement methods of VMCG.
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